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VOL. VI.-NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE

WHOLE b»Y«»
NO. 276.

2, 1877.
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nEIDSEMA J.
Ik Furnltnre 4

dtitif

M., 4 SON, General Dealers in
Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

Our

vertisement.

a weeklyTbwspapeb,

The Last

parfertsi.

Produce, Etc.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

UMJETSTRA,

-

•

emi

30

X

’is

X

ii

D0ESBUR5,

JOB PRINTING

lAUURSBMAJ. 4

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
LJ' Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothingand Feed; River street,

PROMPTLYAND NEATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Wool, ^

lb

rs

...................

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ...............

X

.

“
X1 “
“

®5

“

(5,10

12
2
.. 2
.. 2
.. 8

@

2
3

$2.00 per

annum.

Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished withoutcharge.

and Deaths pub-

before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

\

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

HOUSE.

V

P. Zalsman, Proprietor.

I
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
fn in the Trains. Eighth street.

Livery and Sale Stables.

ftOyNE * ALBERTI.
Office

Livery and Sale Stable.
and barn on Market street. Everythin-'
D

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

li

............
©

tfHXUh

.....................145

.....

Barley. $100 1b ..............
lit)
Middling, $ KK) lb ................. j
Flour. $ 100 lb. ....................
5 00
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
4 00

@

.

Sunday, May

Effect,

piUKEMA 4

BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith

Beef, dressed per lb..

Pork, ••

“

5
6

..

.....

”
“

Ham

...........

11

8
7

“

Arrive at
llotland.

Trains.

Grand Rapids.

(i
it
ii

Leave
Holland.

*9.45 a. m.
12.00 “ “
| 9.35 p. m.

ii
it

ii

Muskegon, Pent water
& Big Rapids. 11.10 a. m.
ii
t 9.30 p. m.

ii

New

Buffalo

a
ii

&

Chicago.

[

ii

f 5.10“ “

ii

ii

1.05 a. m.

m.

3.05 p.

t;

*4.00

| 1.15 a. m.
15.15 “ “

C'LIEMAN,

J.,

6^

ft
ft 9
ft 7
ft 8

11 ©12

@10

Wagon and Blacksmith Sh

1 Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repair
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

m.

Merchant Taller!

* 4.20 p.

m.

nOSMAN.J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
IJ in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
lug Goods,

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of
sages constantly on hand.

t

v

and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

I'aken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.

No. 4
p.

in.
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8
7
7
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5
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12 15
11 11
11 :M
11 07
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15

30

'

Going
No. 3

S7ATI3173.

m.

Mnakczon
Ferryaburg
Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

Scath.

No. 1
m.

p.

m.

a.

7
8
8
9
11
11
•1

1

43

2

18

2
2
8
8
4

23
58
33
55
45

Dead Animals.

thereof.

who, not satisfiedwith the arrangements

commander of the fortress. Spain, In al- made
liance with France and Morocco, endea- went

comprised but

and

the

five

alarm. The

companies of

whole force was

less

gan ison
artillery,

than

Benhard Wick.
Holland, Aug.

28,

1870.

29-ly

Farm

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of

42-tf

EALD,

R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines • cor. 10th & River street.
1

the abolition of slavery,

in 1888 for

from Cape colony

across the borders

from

to escape

British jurisdiction.The

emigrants first settled

in

Natal, but they

were followed up by the English, and,

five ter a brief struggle, Natal was

af-

annexed to

thousand five hundred men. The enemy’s the British empire. The Boers then moved
force was fourteen thousand. • The siege to the neighborhood of Orange river, and
began by the blockading of the port, and formed a settlementthere. The British
a

camp was formed

San Roque with the would not leave them alone, claiming al-

at

design of starving out the garrison.When Icgiance from them as subjects, and an-

other war took place. The British were

tire upon his besiegers a lady in the garri

again victorious,aud the province, known

son fired the first shot. Never did a siege

as the

Orange Sovereignty, remained unwar rage more furiously than did this for der English Jurisdictiouuntil 1854. lu
nearly three years. The garrison was of- that year the British Government,not

ten reduced to sore straits for food; “a thinking the countiy worth holding,

re

-

goose was worth a guinea, ” and Elliot conized the independence of the Boers.
tried upon himself the experiment of liv- The result was the formation of two reing upon four ounces of rice a day for a

publics,one, the original settlement, known

week.

as the Orange Free State, and the other as

Exciting stories are

told

of

the

who had pushed
Vaal River. The number of
people in both commonwealths did

privateers that ran in amidst terrible dan- the Transvaal, or Boers,

ot the storms
which threw welcome wood and cork
within reach of the besieged. The rock

gers, with provisions, and

at

across the
white

not amount to over 80,000 until the recent

one time would surely have been takeu, discovery

had

Rodney, who

not been for Admiral

it

The

of

diamonds.

Boers reduced the original inha-

to do so, and this policy brought
clearing the strait of besiegers, them into many conflicts with the native

was not yet

averted

;

all dan- tribes. Yet they might have remained
Gibralterwas independent for many years to come hut

Farmers, Attention!

IX

for the finding of diamonds within the
boundaries of the Orange Free Slate.

The diamond

hunters, being nearly

all

British subjects, refused to recognize any

other jurisdiction,and urged the annexa-

The bombardments tion of the republics. A scheme of South
were fearful to endure. “The city was African confederation wosdetermined upon
almost destroyed;scarcely a house habit- by the British Government, and the indeable, and those left standing pierced by pendence of the Boers was an obstruction
shot and shell.” At one time the desperate to its accomplishment.Powerful native
glish still to hold out.

poipts ground to order. 10th street west of River st
1

State

brought his prizes into port. But

.30

40
50
40
15
45
15

and the Orange Free

year 1770. The famous General Elliott was

ger

splendid clay
from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain,80 acres
Manufactory*, Hill*, Shop!, Etc.
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By 40 acres of unimproved land in the TownImproved machinery is enabled to sell the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
M. D. HOWARD.
lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow

U

North.
No. 2

sing

the

has received. The

were founded by Dutch farmers, or Boers,

ami

soil, six miles

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

it

of Spanish war ships and merchantmen, power

IV

time.

brief notice that

mighty Transvaal

v

IJ

of the Transvaal Republic, in

fate

struggles of history, which began in the

The question hns been for a long time again blockaded; scurvy broke out in the
VTORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchascd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing what will you do with dead animals. The garrison and Morocco refused her harbors
promptlyattended to. River street.
undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnear to Euglish ships. The enemy crept closer
*11.20 a. m.
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadKeat Market!.
12.15 p. m.
aud closer to the fortress, but relief comioesss to remove all dead animals at his
t 9.45 “ “
own expense, by simply notifying him ing every now and then enabled the Enl-^UTKAUW.,New Meat Market, near cor

* Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
t Dally except Saturday.
TT’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
| Mondays only.
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
All other trains daily cxcout Sundays.’
tAll trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time, which Is 20 minuteslater than Colutubut VT’AN DRR HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,

3

of the

The

South Africa, is worth more than

sailing on the slrait, captured a small fleet bitants to slavery us far as it was in their

^pcfiul Huticcs.

3.20 p.

5.25 a m.
4.10 p. m.

(g, 6
(ii

12 ftn

.

Shoulders ......
Shop Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Tallow, per lb ...........
ing done. River Street.
Turkeys.
..........
Chickens, dressed per lb

LS

1877.

20,

Keats, Etc.
Lard .................
Smoked Meat ...........

Wajonaakersand Blacksmith!.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore £. B.

............

(fr

“

iy
first-class.

$ 1 65

Corn, shelled V bushel
50
Oats, bushel .....................
4q
Buckwheat, $ bushel
75
Bran. # ton .......................
ifi (X)
Feed. $ ton ......................28 00

VfIBBELINK, J.

Taken

........... @

Wheat, white $ bushel

last, called

the English Governor resolved to open

[Corrected by the ‘'HuggerMills.)

Boteli.

An Z
.4T

23
00
00
54
75
23
00
12

V

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,

2 75

. 2 50
.. 2 25

.

*

the “great siege,” one

ship gave Elliott the
$ 3 00

“
“

rpK

been subjectedwas the

vored to surprise Gibraltar, but a Swedish

green ............
ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 7S cents
beach, dry ..............
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyfor ilrst insertion,and 23 cents for each subse•• green ...........
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ........... .......
months.
Staves, pork, white oak ..............
YTAN PUTTRN G„ General Dealers, In Dry
Staves, Tierce,
.........
| 3 m. | (1 m. I 1 r.
Goods. Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps’,
Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
Flour,
Provisions,
etc.;
River
st.
1 Square ............... 8.50
5 00
8 00
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
.................. 5 0"
8 00 10 00
Stave bolts, softwood .................
Hardware.
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
Stave bolts,hardwood ..............
Column ............. .....
00 17 00 23 00
Railroad ties ......................
ITAN
DRR
VEEN,
E., Dealer In GeneralHard17
00
25
00
40
00
...............
ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
................. 25 00 40 00 6.3 00
drain, Feed, Etc.

One

tar has

•:

Traaiml Republic.

of all the fourteen sieges to which Gibral-

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a 4pples, ^ bnshel ..............
ready market for country produce; a choice Beaus, tt bushel ................
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Butter, $)lb ..................
Clover seed, |1 lb ...............
rPE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store: BRgf. V dozen .................
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Honey, ^ lb ....................
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
Hay, V ton ....................
0. J.
Editor and Publisher.
Onions, $ bushel .............
Potatoes, ip bushel ............
Oeaeral Sialsn.
WEES OF SUBSCEIPTIoJi^M.OOperymin
liusei.
Timothy Seed, bushel ........

mmm

Siege of (HlralUr.

The most memorable, in some respects,

Oroetriei.

Wri

„1'

garrison fell to plunderingthe town; El- tribes, incited, probably, by the British,
liot shot the lenders in this

long agony, full of

outrage. The

combats and
ended by tljo final

made war upon

the Dutch, and,

hemmed

by an irrefrightlul privations,
sistible civilized power on the other,
abandonment of the siege early in 1783. the Boers concluded to yield. The
If in that year the English hud to make Orange Free State of course follows the
up their miuds that they must let go their condition of the Transvaal, and Queen
American colonies, they had at least the Victoria has about 120,000 more square
consolation that Gibralter was still theirs. miles of territory,and fifty thousand new
—Harpers Magazine.
subjects.
terifiic

in by savages on one side, and

I have on hand Diamond Iron Plows, a
large
stock of cultivators, corn planters,
OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour mowers, reapers, harrows and every other
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
appliance to save labor for the farmer, and
A sensible mother that plays with her
The Forest Waste.
will sell as low ns anybody, and prehaps a
children. It is really pitifulto see a good,
ITERBEEK, H. W.. & CO., Proprietors of the
gusinejss gjireftfliij.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- trifle lower. I call especial attentiouto
Mr. J. Little, of Montreal, has written
conscientious little mother resolutely shuting material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
our home manufacture, articles which we
to the Journal of Commerce of that city a
Attomeyi.
ing herself away from so much that isguaranteefor their durability— For ready
Notarv Public**
cash as cheap as the cheapest, and Mowers letter to which contains some suggestive best and sweetest in her children’slives
I JOWAKI), M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; River street.
j)OST, HLNRY D., Real Estate and Insurance aud Reapers on as long time as you may facts concerning the timber supply of Can- for the sake of tucking their dresses aud
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- want. Anybody doubting this firm will ada aud the United States. It appears
QHEKBURNE, S. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney lectloni made In Holland and vicinity.
ruffling their petticoats.How surprised
be allowed time for trial.
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
that the product of the Northwestfor one and grieved she will he to find that her
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections. WALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
R. K. HEALD.
year is 2,200,000,000 feet, a quantity of boys and girls at 10 regard "mother” chiefOtlice in the Village of Zeelandat the Store of A.
Holland, Mich., May 11, 1877.
v
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug
Bolks & Bros.
Store, 8th
u
shingles equal 10 250,000,000 feet of lumber ly as a most excellent person to keep shirts
55
or
55

10

40

10 18
9 30

I

V

L

O

-

rPEN EYCK,

-

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Oftlcoin Kenyon’s block, 2nd door,
River street.

X

—4

J.,

—
B

keriei.

street.

V

Wonderful

Physician*

4 NNIS. T. E.. Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.

|>ESr, R. B. & McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
J. A. Proprietror ofCity Bukerv;
if Officeattheirresidence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
Confectionaryand cigars;Refreshments In McK. Best will go to East Saugatuck every other

13ESSINK.Q.

L

this

line served on

call

;

Eighth street.

day for the next year, to keep himself In roadiuess
for professionalcalls.

Banking and Ezehan e-

T^EN YON, NATHAN,

Banking and Collecting.
IY. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

J^EDEBOEFt, B. Physlclan^andSurgeon:

square.

Office

^

in its

Results

__

Boots and Shoes.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in

Ei hth°^t* aD^ ^^oes’ father. Findings, etc.;

^

O

H1

Call

Bmp

and kedlclaei.

__

F an c ^Q^ods^ T o ll et ' A rt 1° F U 8 d ^e^|clne8’ River
Paints and Oils, 4c., Eighth streeO

T^OESBURG. J. O., Dealer

Watch** and Jewelry.

BRBVM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
Street*6™ “ F“C7
Block

TOSLIN
les

4

Qood*i

does, Paints and

in

Oils,

ofoTiV

I. 0fumeries. Eighth

street.

VAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer In Drags, Medidoes, Paints, oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr
W. Vah Dsn Bbbo b Family Medicines; River St!

Y

Visiting others are cordially
Invited.
Ilyin
J.KRAMKB, N. G.
N. W. Dacoh, R. 8.

sY.?£S
Tnraitar*.

Vf EVER

is that

"mills are dropping out here and

last summer from Mrs. Friendly’scroquet
mills “have reached the ground, where her two little girls were
limit of production,”that in five years playing! "Ob, goody l goody! Mamma is

there,” that

all

places which are now of considerable value coming to play with us!” She was a busy
“will have no pretensions to importance mother, too, and 1 know would have much

as lumbering destricts,”and that uin the preferred to use what few momenta of reclast three years more than one-fourth of reation she, could snatch for something

men

notice.

are already considering will force its cannot let

my children grow away from
upon everybody’s attention: Where me; I must keep right along with them all
supplies of lumber to be found ? Twelve the time, and whether it is croquet with

self
are

years ago

it was asserted in a report to the
the little ones or Latin grammar and baseNational Board of Trade Convention, at ball with the boys, or French dictation
Detroit, that “the Ottawa Valley conld and sash ribbons with the girls, I must be

double its product for two centuries;” but

Mr. Little says that “the whole Ottawa
Valley could not to-day furnish as
much pine as would supply the
present consumption of sawed lumber in
the United States for twelve months.” As
F. J.
fifty per centum less lumber is cut now
than was cut in 1885, if the report was
GRADUATE of Mnslc, «tll give lessons on trust-worthy,the Ottawa Valley supply
Plano or Organ. Homejat M. D. Howard's.

IMITJSIC.

\

d sharp.
.

H., 4 CO., Dealersin all kinds of Fnr- 20, at 7 o’clock,
d. . n,^re* Curtains, \\ ail Paper, Toys, Coffins,
„
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
O.

Brbtxan,

3 evening,
Bums, W

J- 9.

*

.

‘in it* as far as I

can.”

18-Sw

THOMPSON.

Drags and MedlBrashes, 4c. Physldsn’s prescriptions csrefally put up: Eighths!.

IJ

hare to compete in the eastern markets.” into all their little plans, how pleased they
result of this industriousdestruction arel Such a shout of delight as I heard

The

at E. F.

_

lhe
street.

new dresses, not as

f

A*

Vm0

make

the estimated standing pine of the lower more interesting than playing croquet with
“Hackmetack”a new and delightful peninsulaofMichigan has been consumed”
Manufactnrer of and dealer in
little children, not much taller than their
Harness, Trunks,
'
Saddles and Whips; Perfume sold by the above dealers.
Presently the question which far-seeing mallets. She has often said to me: “I
Eighth street.

Metz & Co’s Millinery esBentiit.
ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- tablishment, located opposite City Hotel,
Conmies, for the “Howe Sewing Ma- if you want to m&ke a selection from one
EE D. M. bental Surgeon; residenceand of- chine. Dealers
in needles and attachmcnta.
of the finest stocks of Bonnets, Hats,
Vu
^lreel’ opposite Bakker &
Flowers, Hair, Laces, Gloves, Parasols,
Tobacco and Cigars.
Scarfs, and everything else belonging to
TT'ERQUSON B. II Dental Surgeon. Performs
all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, our line of business ever brought to this
Bljr,e ot
Office over U. D. Post,
•a- Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
city. Hats are trimmed at the shortest
Eighth
14-ly

X

and to

ITADPELL, H.

Sewing Machine*.

lU^to0

in order

home consumplion and exportedthe whole one to whom they care to go for social
There is no Medicine that has accomplished so much ns Shiloh' i Consumptive product will amount to some 2,000,000,000 companionship! Yet, before they are
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that of feet, enough to girdle the globe twenty snubbed out of it by repeatedrebuffs, such
Consumption can be cured, while for times over with boards a foot wide, all
as “run away; I’m too busy to listen to
Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, Hoarseness,
drawn annuallyfrom the lower peninsula, your nonsense,” children naturally go to
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
it has no equal. No Medicine was ever the section of the timber supply of the
their mothers with all their sorrows and
sold on such favorable terms. If it was Northwest with which our lumbermen pleasures; and if “mother” can only enter

0Pp0S te unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
guaranteeit. It costs nothing to try it as
ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office, it can bo returned if it does not give satBarbers.
lyi over E. Hkrold’s Boot and Shoe Store, isfactionafter using two-thirds of a bottle.
Eighth street.
Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
lAE OROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
IJ shampooniug,hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea- CCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D. 10 cents or a regular size for 50 cents or
s tnahle rates. Barber shop next door to the City
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
$1.00. If your Lungs are sore or Chest or
Hotel.
14-ly
Back lame use Shiloh’s BellabonnaPiaster
Photographer.
Books and Stationery.
which seldoms fails to give relief. J. O.
Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street and Wm.
IT’ ANTEUS, L. T. Dealer In Books, StationPhoto^>,t'rIV ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
Van Pulten, River street, Holland, Mich.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Everywhere by dealers generally.
Saddler*.
public

River streets.

and “if we add the pine timber used in

ought

Libut.-CoI. Martin,

late

of the

cavalry, is about to set on
torpedo association.He

British

an anti“When ex-

foot

says :

plosive bullets and chain shot were invented and actually used in war, nations

unanimouslyagreed to discontinue their
use and prohibited their manufacture; yet

huodred years.

explosive bullets and ebaiu shot, it must
lumberman be admitted,are harmless as compared
in a hundred will give any heed to the with torpedoes. Poisoning is prohibited
Notice of Dissolution.
warning which these facta and figurescon- in war. Why not prohibit torpedoes,
YTOTICE is hereby given that the co partner- vey. Perhaps not, but the warning will which are actually more subtieand deadly
iv ship heretofore existing under the firm name make itself heard by and by. Various ar- than poison, there being no antidoteto or
of Van den Berg 4 Braam, la thla day dlsolvedby
mutual content. All debts dne to the late firm guments have been urged against (he reck- escape from them!” He might have added
must be paid to John Van den Berg, at the old
less cutting down of trees; but the com- that muskets,rifles, bombs, and artillery
stand on Eighth street.
JOHN VAN DEN BERG. mercial aspect of the questionof forest are also apt to seriously damage suffering
PETER BRAAM.
Holland, May

24,

1877.

15-2w

to last four

Mr. Little says that not one

15-2w

waste is not the least interesting one.

humanity.

of the reported loss occurredin the State
A BEAR STORY.
the church. Tlie British and Foreign
of minois. Next in prominenoe are Missouri,
Bible Society’s translation is now proIowa and Indiana, wlpch together lose $10,- Pei Ik us Ad vesture of Three Sailors in
foreir* Ministers, The theory is that these
hibited in Russia.
000,000 The losses were very small in the
Greenland.
higher 'diplomaticofficers sustain relations to
country bordering on the groat lakes and the
[From Uio Dundee (Scotland)Advertiser.]
the President similar to those of Cabinet MinNOTES.
Pacific coast. The apparent loss is equivalent
isters ; that the ch il-service rules do not apply
Three
of the; crew of the iteaiiiBhip
to one-thirdof the sum of the exports of the
to them, and that they, in the vejy nature of
Intrepid, Caption Sontur, had a very
The failures of the last year in the
pork prodnste last year, jr
the casepMfeht to change with the administraewiting
adventure, at tlie Greenland United States have been far fewer and
THE TUKCO-RDSSIAN WAR.
tion."... JiiimnB, the fugitive slave who was
awl fishery this «eaeon. During the smaller in amount than in England or
capturedby Attorney General Devens,when the
that “the President, with the concurrence of

fifth

the Cabinet, has determined to recall all the

^dlai|tl ^itj!

COMMERCIAL

HOLLAND

Q3PTY,

The agitation for war in Hungary increases.
ing Pierce’s administration,and under the .•...It is said the Montenegrinswill reopen
Fugitive Slave law turned over to the authori- hostilities against the Turks simnltaneously
THE BAST.
ties at Savannah, Ga., has been appointedmeswith the crossing of the Danube by the RusNew Yore merchants and m&iraf acturers are senger in Gen. Devens' department
sians ____ A Vienna dispatch reports that the
interesting themselvesin the subject of Amer*
In the ten months of the current fiscal year Turkish troops which nod from Ardahan have
lean remeaentatiooAt thp Paxil tfkpojjtionof the value of exports ffp» ttie United plate* fa beffii defeated iu a tnounhtiu pasp beat- [Kars.
!...The Servians are feverish for a renewal
neat yc*er and bkte ameiMtkd k committee to foreign countriesexceeded that ~of the imports

niE hIws

colpassm

time that their vessel was last beset Canada.
among tlie ice, three of the crew—
Tob Hallway Age says that 395 AmeriT
Thomas Royall, Wolverhampton ; James can locomotives,worth $5,490,640, have
Winter, Peterhead; and William Mulli- been exported in seven years, and that
gan, Dundee— set out one day to pay a “ the reputationof American engines is

latter was United'Btates
Marshal at Boston dur-

jfche shml Be^Jeverance,of Peter- steacfily increasing.’*
head, which' lay apparently about four
New Orleans resolves to vote this
of hostilitiesagainst Turkey ____ Russia has no- miles distant. After walking about a
go to Washington and urge upon the President 157,000,000.while the exports and imports of
spring on tlie subject of raising money
tified the Bey of Tunis that if ho sends couple of miles it was seen that the disthe importance of taking the steps necessary coin and bullion during the same period show
to complete her Pacific railroad to Texas.
soldiers or pecuniary aid to the Sultan his capitance between the two sliipe had been
in mfil A— it --- to participate in the woridw only a difference of $282,415 against this counA tax of J per cent for four years is protal will be bombarded by the Russian fleet ....
industrial display ..3. Destructive fires are re- try.
Orders have been prepared for the closHorses belonging to all civil and military func- misjudged, and that in reality they were posed, and, if it is carried, the road will
ported at :BeiamnK,Pa., loas t200,000 : at ing of the national armories after the 30th of
tionaries in Turkey have been requisitioned
for six miles apart, and the dangerous be finished within twelve months, there
Greenpoint.N. Y., Vosa 130,000, and at Port- June, no appropriationshaving been made for
the army.
nature of the journey began to dawn remaining only 120 miles to be graded.
land, New Bnmswiok,loss 150,000.
the pay of workmen and other expenses.
A Constantinople dispatch says, “ the Rus- upon the seamen when they realized how
A cirri ao e containingHugh MfiJ^ongal and
The commission appointed some time ago to
New Orleans appears to be aware that
sians are advancing upon Erzeromn from Olti far they were from any vessel, and that
no well-regulatedcity can afford in this
Mrs. William Parks and daughter,of Paterson, investigate > the workings of the New York
and various other points. The Russian left their sealing clubs were the only weap- age to be without railroad lines.
N. J., was demolished at that place by an Erie Custom House have made a preliminaryreport
wing appears to be moving in the directionof ons with which they were armed. When
train, and all serioualyand probably fatally to Secretair Sherman, in which they recomGood authoritiesestimated the last
the Euphrates valley. Constant skirmishesoc- they came to realize the real distance
injured.... The militia was invoked with good mend a reanctionof 20 per cent in the working
cotton
crop in the United States at
cur
between
the
Turkish
and
Russian
advanced
they began to deliberate whether it would
effect to suppress a riot among striking brick- force of the office, and urge a discontinuance
4,100,000 bales. It turns out to be
posts." ____ A mob of Softas invaded the legisof
the
practice
of
levying
political
assessments
not
be
the
best
course
to
return
to
their
makers at Havefttraw, N, Y., the other day.
As soon as the rioters saw the militia they and a general freeing of the customs service lative chamber at Constantinople the other ship. One of the trio insisted on making 4,500,000. The crop in Egypt and Inday, and demanded the dismissal of the Minisdia was larger than expected, and there
from the control of party. Thu President,to
threw down their clubs and became quiet. ..
ters. The disaster at Ardahan is the cause of the journey, while tlie others were of
In the United States District Court at Hartford, whom the report was submitted, addressed the
is enough of the raw product to Inst unthe
dissatisfaction,and there is a opinion that they should give up the
Ct., Judge Shipman sentenced to hard labor, at following letter of indorsement to Secretary
strong feeling in favor of recalling attempt, Iu the midst of the debate an til the beginningof the new crop year.
the State prison, for a number of years, the Sherman:
Midhat Pasha to the head of the Ministry ____
I
concur
with
the
commission
In
their
recomunwelcome visitorcame upon the scene The war in Europe has caused a falling
two self-confemedguilty officers of the Farmmendations. It Is my wish that the collection of A Berlin dispatch announcesthat ’‘measures
ers' and MechanicsrNauonal Bank of Hartford
in the shape
she bear, off in consumption andadechne of price.
revenue* should be “free from partisan control, and
—James L. Chapman, Cashier, and John C. organized on a strictly business basis, with the same have been adoped for the mobilizationof the with one of her cubs, and, as Neither a scarcity nor a rise is to be exwhole Russian army to crush Turkey by superior
Tracy, President Their crimes were perjury guarantees for efficiency and fidelity In the selection
pected this spring.
strength. Russia will probably put off all at- she was fast coming up between the men
and embezzlement,whereby the bank lost of chief and subordinate officersthat would be retempts to cross the Danube in force till the and their ship, the only chance was to
The people of the South anticipate no
quired by a prudent merchant." Party leaders
598,000.
should have no more Influencein appointments than middle of June.” ____ Newspaper correspondents run on in the hope of reaching the Per- benefit, but rather serious injury, from
The death of Fletcher Harper, of the famous other equally respectable citizens. No assessments are not allowed to write or send a word from
the European war. They draw their
publishing house of Harper A Brothers,oc- for politicalpurposes on officersor subordinates Russian or Turkish camps. Pictures alone are severance, a distance of about four miles.
When the men took to their heels the food mainly from the Northwest, and the
curred at his home iu New York last week. He should be allowed. No useless officer or employe all that the news-gathererscan send out unoffishould be retained.No officershould be required cially,and these have to pass inspection ____ A bear quickened her pace, and in a short appreciationin the mice of breadstuffs
had been ill for some time. Mr. Harper was or permitted to take part In the management of poreligious war has been proclaimedui Bosnia.
time was close upon the sailors. To at- certainly does not help them. On the
72 years old ____ Capt. Thomas Crape and his liticalorganizations, caucuses, conventions, or elecAdvices from Russian sources in Asia Minor tempt to face the animal with their clubs other hand, there is no hope of an intion
campaigns.
Their
right
to
vote
and
express
wife sailed from New Bedford for London last
week in a vessel twenty feet long. An immense their views on public questions, either orally or claim that the Turks iu Armenia are in a was useless, and accordinglyone by one crease in the price of cotton. Turkey is a
through the press, is not denied, provided it does
crowd witnessed the departure of the boat not
Interferewith the discharge of their officialdu- criticalposition. The Russian forces in- of the men took off portions of his cloth- large consumer of cheap cotton goods,
which is the smallestthat has ever attempted ties.
R. B. Hayes.
vesting Kars and Erzeroum have secured ing and threw them on the ice. In this and Russia also takes great quantities of
the feat.
Krasins Brooks, the veteran editor
Prehid ent Hayes will visit Bouton abon* advantageouspositions commanding both way the progress of the bear was retard- English manufactured goods. The closof the New York A'/prew, has retired, and is
June 17 — No more officersare to be retained places. Their surrender is claimed as certain. ed, as Bruin stopped to snuff and tear at ing of these markets will of course resucceeded by Charles F. Wingate.
____ The turbulenceof the Softas in Constanduce the demand for raw material in
THE WEST.
on duty at the White House ____ The Postoftice
tinoplehas induced the Government to pro- each of the articles as she came up to
The verdictof the Coroner’s jury on the Department has let the contract for printing claim martial law in the city and vicinity. them. By this means the men were en- England, and suffering in the South will
Rockford (HI. ) calamitydeclares that the causes postal cards to the American Photo-Type Street assemblages are forbidden,and disturb- abled to keep a little ahead for a couple result. Tlie only remedy is to plant
Company,of New York .Postmanter General ers of the peace will be shot or banished ____ of miles, by which time, however, they coni, and this has been done to an unof the falling of the Coart House were (1) the
Key had reconsidered his determinationto do Reports are current of a Bulgarian rising in
precedented extent in the Southwest
neclect of Henry L. Gay, the architect, to pro- the department advertising through the the Balkans.... Tlie cable reports a brisk en- bad parted with most of their clothing,
vide for the great amount of weight called for medium of advertising agents, and will gagement on the Danube, near Nikopolis, be- one of them having nothing but his
During the eight months ending with
to complete the constructionof said building deal directly with the publishersof tween a Turkish ironclad and the Russian for- pants, a cravat and a woolen shirt upon February, 1876, the coffee imported by
accordingto plans as designed by him; (2) the newspapers..’. ..The administration has tifications. The Turks destroyed the earthhim. He had retained possessionof his
United States amounted in weight
want of care or prudence on the part of said concluded
take vigorous steps works and the enemy retreated,leaving forty club, and, fasteninghis cravat to the the
to 255,784,000 pounds, and iu value to
architect in not giving special specifications and toward putting an end to the Mexican raids dead on the field ____ Roumania's reply to Count
plans for the part or parts of the general plan across the Rio Grande into Texas. At a Cab- Andrassy’snote respecting the free navigation end of the weapon, he waved it as a sig- $-13,140,800; the importationsot tea for
requiredor expected to carry the weight in pro- inet meeting, the other day, it was determined of the Danube was unsatisfactory.The Aus- nal of distress, and, fortunately, the at- the same period amounted to 43,331,000
portionto then- auperfioes; (3) the fact that the that a letter should bo addressed to the Mexi- trian Government repliedin energetic terms tention of the crew of the Perseverance pounds, valued at $13,796,000. During
Board of Supervisorsfailed to use that caution can Governmentby the Secretaryof State no- that it is not disposed to recognizeRoumania
was attracted to the perilous position of the eight months ending with February,
in examining the plana and specifications that tifying that Governmentthat it must take im- as a belligerent
the three seamen. Several of the crew 1877, tne importationof coffee had fallen
the constructionof a building of that magni- mediate steps to prevent any more raids into
The Russians have succeeded in blowing up of the Perseverance immediately set out, to 190,574,000 pounds, valued at $29,tude would seem tv require, and that they acted Texas, otherwise oar military commander
unwisely in not employinga competent archi- there will be instructedto follow marauders another Turkish monitor on the Danube. A armed with guns, and, after running 34-1,000; while the quantity of tea
tect to superintenu the constructionof the into Mexico and punish them upon that terri- small party of Russians approachedthe vessel about a mile they came up to the three
brought into the country was only 38,same.
tory.
under cover of darkness, carryinga chain of men just iu time to save them, as they 565,000 pounds, valued at $11,175,000.
OTeary, the Chicago pedestrian,who has
POLITICAL.
small torpedoesfilled with dynamite. No look- had almost no clothing left, and were In this country coffee is ranked among
just returned home from London, where he
“The President,” says a Washingtondis- out being kept aboard the monitor,they se- quite exhaustedwith the chase. The the necessaries of life, and the decrease
astonished the Britons by Ids extraordinary patch, “has informed Collector Weitzel,of curely lodged the chain across her bows. ’ On bear and her cub were so close behind
of nearly 25 per cent, iu the use of it
their return they dischargedthe whole series
leg performances,annonneesthat he will at- Cincinnati, that no rule has been established
of torpedoes by means of an electricbattery. that the rescuers had no difficulty in may be taken to mean that the pinch of
tempt the unprecedented walk of 600 miles in by which an officer who had been in the service The monitor was blown into tlie
dispatching them with several bullets. hard times is nearly 25 per cent, tighter
six aays.
eight years would be deemed ineligiblefor re- air, and all on board perished ____ The Czar has
The followingmorning the three sailors this year than last.
It is stated in a dispatch from Omaha that appointment The conversation,however, in- issued a proclamation forbidding tlie granting
returned to the Intrepid. They were
dicated an inclination on the part of the Presi- of letters of marque. His Majesty says he
Foxes Nursed by a Cat.
the Black Hills branch of the Union Pacific
dent to make changes in such cases, except accepts the declarationof the treaty of Paris escorted part of the way by a number of
About the 1st of April, George Green,
railroad will be built immediately. Two routes
where very strong reasons led to the retention regarding free navigation to neutrals, and the crew of the Perseverance,and, the
have been surveyed by the Union Pacificen- of such officersfor a third term.”
a son of W. R. Green, who lives in Ashguarantees careful obsei vance of this provision male bear having been seen in the vigineers— one being from Cheyenne and the
The Brazilianmission was tendered to ex- of the treatv ____ A Turkish force of 60,000 or cinity, apparently on the lookout for the more township, captured two foxes only
other from Sidney— and the people of North
a few days old, took them home and
70.000 men u massed at Shuomla. a fortified
Platte have also surveyed a route from that Senator John A. Logan, and was by him declined
she bear and her cub, he was likewise
city in Bulgaria, standing iu a gorge on the
gave them to a mother cat that had just
point. Either Cheyenne or Sidney will be the for two reasons : first, because he did not desire
northern declivity of the Balkan range. This killed. The most of the men’s clothes and lost her kittens. The cat has carefully
starting-point.
to enter into enforced political yetiracy, which stronghold is consideredone of the keys to the their sea-boots were picked up, all more
cared for them from that day to this,
The assassins— five in number— of a party of
Turkish capital
or less tom. Tlie three men had been
would be the naturalconsequence of his acceptand, although they have grown faster
inoffensive Chinamen at Chico, Cal., have been ance; second, because the income ($12,000)
It is again reported that Russia, Germany kindly treated on board the Perseverthan kittens usually do, seems to think
tried and found guilty of murder in the second was not Huch as would warrant him and Austriahave come to an understanding by ance and supplied with clothing, so that
that they are her own young, and will
degree — The Chicago Tribune prints a series in a pecuniary sense in accepting....
which the war is to be localized____ The iuliabi- they suffered no bad effects from their
of crop reporta from Illinois, Kansas, Wiscon- The Associated Press agent at the national
not allow them to leave her for a moment.
exposure and exciting adventure.
sin, Minnesota,Iowa and Nebraska, according capitalreports that, “according to previous tauts «f Rustchuk. Silistria, Vania and Shnmla,
— Charleston Plaindealer.
to which the prospect is uniformly favorable arrangement, a secret meeting was neld in the four fortressescomprisingthe Turkish
Commercial rands.
for a growth and harvestof the very heaviest Washingtonone night last week, for the pur- ouadilateral.have been notified that unless
A living toad weighing three pounds
they
have
six
months’
provisions
on
hand
tliev
Perhaps
the most lamentable circum- was found imbedded in a solid sandstone,
Seeding and plantingare well disposed of, and pose of organizinga nationalparty,’’and furfor winter and spring wheat oats, corn, etc., nishes the followingbrief report of the con- must leave within twelve days.... A dispatch stance iu connection with tlie frauds and
fifteen feet below the surface of the
the outlookhas not been so flattering for years. vocation ; “ About 150 persons were present. from Bucharest says it is now’ certain that the failures that have happened during the
earth, at Ashland, Wis. , the other day.
Roumanian army will not cross the Danube
Those
from
the
North
expressed
themselves
At North Vernon, Ind., one day last week,
last three years is the fact that it seems He presented no abnormal appearance,
stronglyagainst the course of the President with tlie Invadingforces, but will remain on the
the dwelling of James Bess was destroyed by and the Cabinet,alleging that they retained iu Roumanian side to guard the right fiank. . possible for a man to be guilty of almost
says the Ashland Press, except that,
fire, and three small children, who were iu the oftice men who are opposed to the principles of The departure of the Egyptian contingentfrom any delinquency in regard to money, and
where a small fissurein the rock occurred,
the Republican party, to the exclusion of its Alexandriawas delayed dv a refusal of twenty- yetretain his social position, if hisuishonhouse, perished in the flames.
just in front of his head, his starboard
tried and true adherents. The representatives aeveu English engineers of the fleet to sail
esty be only on a sufficientlylarge scale. eye had grown into the cavity, and, when
Gen. Miles has again punished a band of
without
the
payment
of
arrears
of
salary.
from the South declaredthat the President had
To give an instance in point : A man removed from his prison, his eye stuck
hostile Indians infestingthe Tongue river discarded the States which elected him, and
There are serious apprehensions of a popucame to a friend for a loan of $100,000, out about two inches and a half. Ho
country. The engagementwas a sharp little had given ofticesto the enemies of the party.
lar uprising in Constantinople against the
affair, resultingin the death of four privates Resolutionswere adopted organizing the meetand tlie friend, with very great difficulty, seemed perfectly healthy,in every reand the wounding of several officers and men. ing into a national joint body. Permanent authorities.The populace are greatly incensed managed to oblige him. Within a few
spect, and, on his release, he inflated the
The Indians left fourteendead on the field, omeers were elected, with power to institute at the military reverses sustained in Asia ____ A weeks the borrower failed,having meanbladder beneath his throat and trilleda
and lost 450 ponies, with outfits, -lodges,etc. branches throughoutthe country,with head- number of prominent persons, including two
time settled largely on his wife, and his hymn of rejoicing.
The band belonged to the Minneconjous.
quartersat Washington."
editors, have been banished for participation
failure caused the ruin of the lender.
THE SOUTH.
It is rumored in Washingtonpolitical circles iu the recent softa demonstiation in Constantinople — The Scherif of Mecca has placed the Not long since the latter observed to a
"the markets!"
A turf event of such an extraordinarychar- that, as Attorney General Devens is not altotreasures of the holy shrine, the accumulated friend, with great emotion, “I have exNEW YORK.
acter as to merit especial notice occurred at gether contented with his position in the Cab- money-gifts from pilgrims, at the Sultan’s dis10 50 @12 00
perienced to-day the greatest insult I Bekveh ............................
Louisville the other day. In his race against inet, the vacant Justiceship on the Supreme posal. The treasures aggregate 200,000,000
Hoob ...............................
5 60 @ (TOO
ever
had
iu
my
life.
That
fellow
P.,
time the horse Tenbroeck ran a mile in 1:39%, bench of the United States will be placed at his piasters.
Cotton ............................ 11
11 V
ruined me, positivelyhad Floor— Sunerfine Western
____ 6 00 @ fi 50
being two seconds faster than the best time for disposal by PresidentHayes.
GENERAL
FOREIGN
NEWS.
that distance previouslyaccomplished.
the audacity to ask me to drive up Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 65 @1 68
A Washington dispatch to the Chicago
Corn— WeaternMixed .............. 54
50
Reposts from the famine districts of India
carriage, which, Oats— Weatern Mixed ..............42
A Columbus (Ga.) dispatch announces the Tribune says Senator Conkling, “in his con01
show an increase in the number employed on
Ryk—
Western
......................
80
85
with its liveried servants, was at his office
lynching of three negroes for the murder of versation, is quite bitter in bis denunciation of
Pobk—
New
Mens
...................
14
60
@14
75
the relief works, and also in those who have door.” The P.’s are reported to “live
Mrs. C. C. Chambliss, of Btewart county, Ga. the President’spolicy, particnlarlyas regards
Laud ...............................
been gratuitously aided ____ The question is be- delightfully,” and their dinners and parThey attempted to rob the house and were reCHICAGO.
Louisiana."
ing discussedin Vienna whether it is not adsisted bv Mi-*. Chambliss, when she was shot
ties are greatly in request. The head of Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 60 @ 5 75
GENERAL.
visable to incorporateBosnia,Herzegovina ami
Choice Natives ........... 6 25 @ 5 40
dead. The murderers were hanged with a
Cows and Heifers .........3
4 60
Servia into one state under an Austrian Arch- another firm, which failed at over 86,trace-chain, negroes participating in the lynchRecent deaths ; W. H. C. Hosmer, poet and duke — Advices from the Hague report that 000,000 not long ago, and haven’t paid
Good Second-class Steers. 4 25 @ 4 00
ing.
Medium to Fair .......... 4 90 @ 5 20
author,at his home in Avon, N. Y., ago 63 ; at the whole east coast of Atcheen has submitted one cent on the dollar, lives with similar
WASHINGTON.
Hoos— Live .........................
4 75 @ 5 30
Dedham, Mass., Edmund Quincy, a man of let- to the Dutch, and the war is probablyover.
elegance. As long as the doers of such FLOUE-FancyWhite Winter ....... 10 00 @10 50
Secretary Sherman has decided to appoint
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 50 @ 8 00
Advices from Egypt state that “ peace with deeds are exempt from social ostracism
ters, and a son of the late distinguishedJosiah
a commission to investigatethe Philadelphia
Quincy, age 69 ; John M. Farmer, a prominent Abyssiniahas not yet been concludel Gordon commercial moralitywill remain what it Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 46 @1 46#
No. 3 Spring ............. 130 @131
Custom House, similar to one now at work at and popular citizen of Galena, III ; Col. M. D.
Corn-No. ....................... 44#@ 45#
New York.... Appointments by the Preaideut: Johnson, a leading merchant of Memphis, P&ska had opened negotiationswhich seemed is. — New York Sun.
Oats—
No.
....................... 37
39
Edward P. Johnson to be United States Attor- Tenn.; James Bishop, one of the oldest to be progressing most favorably, when King
Rye-No. ......................... 69
70
A
Rival
Yosemite.
John
discovered
a
conspiracy
in
his
o&mp,
ney for Wyoming Territory; G. C. Wharton to settlersof McLean county, HI ..... The
Barley— No. ..................... 60
62
which
he
attributed
to
Egyptian
agency.
Ho
be United States Attorney for Kentucky; Frank tenth annual session of the National
A new grove of giant trees, recently Buttkb— Choice Creamery ......... 23
25
Gilbert, of the Chicago Journal, to be Assist- Women Suffrage . Associationhas just immediately arrestedGordon Pasha’s envoys discovered, 100 miles south of the fa- Eoob— Fresh ....................... 10
10
13 50 @13 75#
ant United States Treasurer at Chicago....A been held in New York. Mrs. Clemencc and two sons of the Egyptian Sheik of Zeiia, mous giant trees of Yosemite, is just ex- Pouk— Mesa ........................
Labd ...............................
9#
short time apo the Presidentreceived a letter 8. Lozier was elected President, and a Vice and cut an arm and leg off the two latter.”
MILWAUKEE.
purporting to be the resignationof Presidentwas chosen for each State and TerriEx-PresidentGrant and party arrived at plored and described. It is on a line
.....................1 63 @ 1 65
Lewis, Chief Justice of tory. Resolutionswore adopted demandingthe Liverpool on the 28th of May, were warmly with the other grove, 6,000 feet in alti- Wheat-No.
No. .................... 1 58 @1 59
Washington Territory,and, not sus- ballot for women with the exercise of citizentude. Instead of a small cluster of thirty Cobn-No. 2 ....................... 43
44
welcomed by the Mayor and otlier distinguished
pecting the genuineness of the letter,named ship independent of sex. protestingagainst the
or forty trees, there are 10,000 trees, Oats— No. ........................ »3 A 37
officials,
and
left
the
day
after
for
London.
72
Associate Justice Green, of the same Ter- memorialfrom Utah to Congress asking tthe
.............................
... TO
covering six miles square. Besides sev- Rye
80
Babley— No. ....................
78
ritory, to ftli:the supposed vacancy.It now disfranchisementof women in that Temto:
Advices
from
Shanghai
state
that
the
suf'*7,
ST. LOUIS.
eral thousand of old fellows, whose age
turns out that the resignation was a base and asking Congress to pass the Sixteenth
ferings from the famine in the northern prov1 63
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ...... ..... 1 62
forgery, and the President has revoked the amendment acknowledging the right of women
is estimated at from 1,200 to 4,000 years,
44
Corn— Western Mixed .............42
appointment of Judge Green. A similar fraud to vote.... The Pennsylvania railroadhas or- inces of China are unabated. Thousandsare there are thousands of young chaps from Oats— No. ........................ 37
38
was practiced six or seven years ago. while dered a reductionof 10 per cent in the wages dying of starvation.
76
100 to 1,000 years old, and full of vigor. Rti ..... ........................... T® _
Jndge Lewis was Chief Justiceat Idaho. A of all its employes.
14 00 @14 25
The wheat trade in England continues dun. The older trees, being decapitated by Pork— Mess ........................
forged letter of resignation having been reLard .............................9
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Burned ; The office of the National Printing Millers have been buying very sparingly at re- storms and by weight of winter snows on Hoos ...............................
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ceived by the President,his successor was ap@ O 00
pointed and confirmed by the Senate before he Company, on Franklin street, Chicago, loss duced prices. Agriculturalprospects there and their bushy tops, are mostly overtopped Cattlk ..... ....................
CINCINNATI.
had time to defeat the frand, and therefore he 65,000 ; the YonngstownroUing-mill, a on the continentare promising.The growing by the juniors. Some of these fallen
@175
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had no remedy at that time... The President
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Youngstown Ohio, loss 1100,000;J. A A. J. crops, in France and Italy especiaUy, give gene- trees, 3,000 £> 4,000 years old, have rehas accepted the resignation of Hon. George Murres’ molding and looking-glassfactory, at ral satisfaction.^ Germany appears to possossla
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S
H. Boker. Ministerto Russia.... A change in Cincinnati, Ohio, loas 90,000; forty stores and largo surplus for export. Large Shipments will vealed underneaththe buried bodies of
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the method of determining the tax du whiakv1. dwellings in the town of Walkorton, Bruce be made from Revel Russia. It is probablethat ancestral sequoras of similar size, which Pobk— Mesa .......................14 25 @14 50
highwines and distilled products,using weight county, Canada, low $250, 000. ...The checker- the large quantities usually shippedfrom Odessa grow there 8,000 years ago— say thirty
TOLEDO.
insteadof bulk measurement^is under consid- match between Yates, of Brooklyn, and Mar- will he sent for shipment from Baltic ports.. . feet in diameter. Large lakes and water- Wheat— Extra..... ............... 1 75
eration by officials of the Internal Revenue tini, the British crack player, for the cham- The Cretanspropose to avail themselvesof the
« 1 66
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falls are found along the route. The atBureau, and ia favored by some of the largest pionshipof the world, has iust been concluded opportunity
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tractions
are
so
much
superior
to
the
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distillersin the country. It is believed that at New York, after a contest of twenty-onedays,
Oats— No. .....................
na, if certain guarantees are not conceded,will
DETROIT.
the change proposed will secure a better and the Americancoming off victorious.Forty- make a bold st oke for freedom from the galling Yosemite that it is contemplated to ex@850
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simpler collection of the revenues.
nine games were played, Yates winning three yoke of TnHrish rule....TheCIty of Brussels, tend the route of travel to embrace this Wheat— White ..................
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The total amount of silver issued since April and Martin one, while fortv-flve were drawn. the steamer In which the Canadian pilgrims to interestingcircuit— CoZi/omta Letter. Corn— No. ....... ............
51
Borne took passage frem New York, for whose
46
•ats— Mixed ...................... 45
20, 1876, is 81,768,400.v Fractionalcurrency Yates is only 19 years old. ’
safety there was for a time a feeling of painful
The Emperor Alexander has thanked Rye ............................... 95 @ 1 00
The
Statistician
of
the
Department
of
Agri@15 25
outstandingat this date, 20,075,807.One
anxiety, has arrived safely at Liverpool.
.In the Holy Synod for finishing, after Pobe— Mess .....................
million of fractional currency was retired dur- culture at Washington reports, as a result of France, PresidentMaoMahon has removed the
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
twenty years of incessant labors the Hoos— Yorkers ..................
@ 6 40
ing May. ... The Presidenthas appointedJames the investigation of losses from the diseases of Republican prefects in nearly every department
@ 5 60
Philadelphias............
E. Anderson, of Ohio, United States Consul at swine during the past twelve months, the de- of the republic, and appointed in their places translation of the Bible into the Russian
@ 5 75
CATTix-Beet ...................
FunchaL
struction of 4,000,009 animals of all ages, and persons known to be strongly In favor of the vernacular. This is the first translation
@ 6 00
Medium ...............
@525
into Russian approved by the Osar and
It is stated in a dispatch from Washington the money loss more than $20, 000, 000. One- return of the Bonap&rtiststo power.
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DR.iGUED TO QUICK DEATH.

were riding, she jumped from a bridge

BAMUM

AND CHARLEY ROSS.

ever-

Particular* of the Calamity at the Launch- which they were just then crossing.Tlie
The Great Showman Sets Himself About
ing of the Steamer Saratoga, at Ches- stream into which she fell is not deep,
Finding the Boy.
and it is believedthat she had no intenter, Pa.
[From the Bpringflekl (Maas.) Republican.)
tion
of
drowning
herself,
relying
on
be[Gleaned from the Philadelphiapapers.]
The negotiationsbetween P. T. BorThe Iftanohing was to take place at 9 ing rescued by the fellow whom she
o’clock. The beautiful weather had meant to impress. He might easily have num, the showman, and ChristianK.
drawn an immense concourse of specta- saved her, if he had not been scared out Ross, the father of the kidnapped Chartors to the ship-yard. On the vessel of his wits. Instead, he drove oft’ for as- ley, by which the former is to offer
$10,000 for the return of the child, and
rjwere Capt. Sandberger, who is to com- sistance, and left her to drown.
the latter to agree not to attempt any
imaud her, Capt. Curtis, who istocomprosecutionof those bringing him back,
Taxation.

f maud her mate, the Niagara, which was
launched a few weeks ago ; an agent of
the owners; Miss Fountain, who was to
christen the vessel, and two citizens of
Chester. Below w'ere forty workmen,
to whom was confided the labor neces-

launch. At a little diseminence from which
he might command the whole scene,
stood Mr. John Fountain, the superintendent of the yard. Tire ship is held
upon the stocks by meuns of two stout
sary to effect the

tance away, ou an

Bulletin persistently were, finished at a couference in this
invites public attention to certain figures city, and the formal offer is now made.
which are not without interest to tax- The idea first occurred to Mr. Bartmm
payers outside of New York. From one when he was in Philadelphia two years
comparison it appears that the debt of ago, but he decided not to countenance
New York city, $160,000,000,is almost any condoning of the offense. Lately,
two and a half times as much as the debt however, the idea has been growing upon
of the United States was in 1860. The him that the persons who have had the
debt per head ol the population in New child in enstody since the death of the
York is $133. The debt of the United original abductors must find him a burden on their hands which they would be
States is less than $50 per head. From
another comparison it appears that the glad to get rid of for money if they could
taxation of New York is $33,000,000, or be sure they would escape exposure.
only $20,000,000less than the taxation of These parties being only accessories
the United States in 1860. The taxation after the deed, tljere would be little of
per head in New York is $27.50. In the no moral harm in giving them their safeUnited States it is only about $6.14. ty for the return of the cliild. Mr. BarFollowing is a table showing the amount num, being an eminent man and having

The New York

memorable Harrison campaign

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

George Evans proclaimed: “ As Maine
goes, so goes the Union,” and the poets
Peach and other fruit crops promise
of the day said
to
be unusually heavy in this State for
Oh, have you heard the news from Maine. Maim.
the present year.

Maine,
:

'

’

Rolling, rolling the country through?
She wont, hell-bent,for
Kent,
And Tippecanoe and Tyler too
And with them we will beat littleVan,
Van, Van is a used-upman,
And with thorn we will beat little Van I

GovW

!

Fotwin divorce cases have been entered in the Circuit Court of Clinton
county since Jan. 1.
The next Michigan Legislative excur-

sion will start from Chicago, Aug. 7, for
Spalatzo,in the Austrian province of the Lake Superior country.
Dalmatia, was a few weeks ago the scene
The total assessmentof real and per-

An ExtraordinaryTragedy,

of a most extraordinary and terrible
tragedy. Opposite the parish church
lived a householder named Tomic, who,
becoming suddenly a prey to mad rage,
killed his wife and then his father, who
had attempted to restrain him. When
the police came they found that Tomic

sonal property of Detroit for

1877

foots

up

$93,707v085, on which the tax levy
amounts to $869,685, or about nine and
three-tenthsmills on the dollar.

The balance of cash in the State
May 12 was $897,051.59 ; re-

treasury

had everywhere effectually barred an en- oeipts during the week ending May 19
try, and taken np a commanding position were $20.954.19 ; payments during same
with a musket and plenty of ammunition, time were $21,494.09; balance in treasThey were, therefore, compelled to turn ury May 19, 1877, $869,541.69j decrease
j
back, and meanwhile Tomic put a bullet for the week,
tli rough a young man who crossed the
The following is a list of patents issued
street,and severely wounded a woman. to Michigan inventors for the week endThe police then drew a cordon around ing May 22 : Explosive compound, O.
the house, but Tomic’s musket com- Borstenbinder,Humboldt; blacking-box,
manded tho space between his bouse, J. H. Weeks, Lowell; car heater, E. O.
the church, and the top of the adjacent Huntington, Saginaw City; tool handle,
streets,and no one dared cross the street L. H. Roberts, Morley; car sleeping
or approach the body of the young man. berth, A. E. Barthel, Detroit; gate,
At length a clergyman who liad great in- Cherry & Elliott, Sturgis; tag, E. Culver,
fluence with Tomic bravely went forward Mason; blocks for designinginlaid work,
and implored him to give up to his care his J. H. Mueller Detroit; windmills, J.
little child. The father’s answer to this Nesbitt, Prairie Ronde: lubricator; C. H.
appeal was by throwing out her limbs one Parehall,Detroit; window screen, J. C.
by one ! Then he resumed his fusilnde. Walker, Detroit.
The authorities would not allow the poThe Lansing Bepublican gives the
lice to fire, inasmuch as they deemed the amount of funds to be raised by taxation
man bereft of reason. So the only course in the State at large, and the several
was to continue the blockade. All sorts items, as stated in the table below, preof devices were suggested.Some were pared from official sources. The approfor firing on Tomic with stupefyingcar- priations for the new Capitol made durtridges, others for concentratingthe fire ing the recent session are devoted to furengine force on the house, and all this nishing the building, the means of comtime the unhappy sexton of the parish pleting it being already in the treasury.
was sending up from the bell tower a Appropriations for building purpose^,
wail for food, he having gone to ring the either completing, making additions to,
bell jnst before the tragedy began, and or erecting'new edifices, are levied for
his only mode of egress being in front of the Ionia House of Correction,the Ponthe maniac’s window. After the block- tiac Asylum, the State Prison, Normal
ade had lasted two days-, and Tomic School, AgriculturalCollege, and Coldshowed no signs of giving mr it was re- water State School. The following is the
solved to keep up a perfect hailstorm of list of Legislative appropriations :
stones at all the windows of the house
1877.
1878.
........ $132,500.00 $ 57,500.00
while the door was forced. The mndmnn New Capitol
Cold water School .......... 60,400.00
50.400.00
flew to the garret, where it was no easy
AgrlcultorslCollege ....... 30,836.80
11,386.80
matter to disarm without killing him. Flint Institution ........... 47,601.00
45.000.00
Reform
School
............
26,500.00
26.500.00
Altogether, he had killed four and
Flth CommlMlon ......... 7,000.00
7.000.00
wounded five persons.
Normal School ............ 47,300.00

oak planks securely fastened upon a cradle, or series of cradles, conforming to
the shape of the hull. The cradles are
held together by a long chain passing
under the keel. At the prow there
are two planks, intended to retard
the launch after all other obstructions
are removed. Two other boards, that of taxation, and the amount per head of no connectionwith the Ross family,
could best negotiate with those holding
show by their parting when the sliip be- population,in ten foreign countries
Taxation the child, and thus relieve the parentiu
gins to move, are called the tell-tale; one
Taxation.]*' He>vt. anguish that has been so strained for the
of these is fast to the stocks and the Canada .......................
$24,200,000 $ 6.36
21,000,000 3.82 last three years, while helping to keep
other to the ship. The very worm Ireland .......................
Netherlands ...................
41,000,000 11.16 himself before the public. Accordingly
weather melted the grease on the hull Switzerland.................. 8,000,000 2.96
he telegraphedhis offer to Mr. Ross, and
26, 000,
6.50
and cradles sooner than was expected. Portugal ......................
requested that gentleman to visit him at
Bavaria .......................
50,000.000
10.81
Mr. Fountain suddenly observed that the Saxony .......................
20,000,000 7.80 Bridgeport,and the two men met there.
tell-tale boards were parting, and this Hamburg .................... 000, 0(H) 14.71
meant that the ship was pulling. The ArgentineConfederation ..... 23,500,000 13.43 Mr. Barnum’s propositionthen was that
Chili ..........................
18,500,000 6.53 he should offer the’ reward ns proposed,
superintendent knew that the momentIt should be remembered that the tax- and, if the boy was secured, some arum gained by the slightest movement ation in these countries is for the suprangement should be made for exhibiting
would make it impossible to stop the
port of armies and navies, ns well as for him by which Mr. Ross should have a
launch ; so orders were at once given in
civil administration. It should also be large share of the profits, and thus, perft loud voice to stand from under before
remembered that the local taxation in haps, restore his estate of $60,000 which
he gave the order to cut loose the last
those countries is comparatively trifling. he has spent in the search. Mr. Ross
stays. At the same time the men at the
In Chicago city taxes alone are about $10 made no answer at that time, but resaws were ordered to cut the planks
per head, and other taxes, not national, turned to Philadelphia to consult with
holding the cradles, as, if this was not
perhaps $5 more. Adding national his wife and her brothers, who are quite
done promptly,the movement of the
taxes, and we have about $21 as the tax- wealthy, and met Mr. Baranm at the
ship would wrench the bolts from their
ation per head in Chicago, which is equal Haynes House to accept the offer, with
sockets, and there would be danger of
to two and a half times the average for the conditionthat if the boy is found it
the vessel, frame and all, toppling over.
the ten countries above named. Chicago shall be discretionary with tiie family to
The two planks were sawed, and the vesis not so heavily taxed as New York, in reimburse Mr. Bamum or arrange for
sel glided into the water with the velocproportion to population, but it pays the child’s exhibition, but in no case is
ity of lightning. Miss Fountain raised
enough. A like state of facts exists in any other exhibitor to have the privilege,
the l)ottle of Saratoga water prepared for
most towns and cities of any size through- and these terms were readily accepted by
the christening, and was about to break
out the country. It cannot be doubted Mr. Bamum.
it over the bow, when a scream arose,
that we pay more taxes in proportion to
Mr. Ross and his family dislike the
and, terrified beyond measure, she
numbers than any other people in the publicity the affair has given them, but
dropped it overboard.
world, and but for our abundant natural feel that their honor and affections are
The ways were now clear, and, as the
resources and uncommon energy we too deeply involved for them to drop the
screams that terrified Miss Fountain should not be able to carry the load.—
17.800.00
search.
House of Correction....... 71,258.00
70.000.00
reached the ears of the spectators, their
Chicago Times.
Following is the formal announcement The Turkey aud the Rear— A Fable, Pontiac Asylum ........... 67,000.00
9.000.00
eyes were greeted by a sickening sight.
Kalamszoo Asylum
...... 12,832.00
19.600.00
of Mr. Barnum’s offer :
A bear having observed a turkey on MichiganUniversity....... 27,000.00
The great chain holding the cradles was
22.000 00
Gen. Grant’s Farewell Address, on SailI will pay
10. 000 in cash for the delivery to
the oppositeside of the barn-yard fence, SUte pneon ............... 31,500.00
dragging dong in the wake of the ship,
me alive of the kidnapj)edchild, Charley Robb,
Treasury, general fund .... 450,000.00
ing for Europe.
4M, 000.66
earning in its folds men, iron bars and
or for information that will lead to his recov- growled angrily to the trembling bird, Stone cornice,new Capitol 02,609.00
Mr Dear Friends : I was not aware ery. I moat solemnly and sacredly pledge my “If I do not err you are addictedto the University 20- mill tax ..... 31,500.00
ri.moo
wooden blocks. One man was cut in
Military tax ............... 81,804.50
31,804.00
half ; another was mashed beyond recog- we would have so much speechmaking word of honor and my reputation as an up- use of bear’s-greaseto promote the
right businessman not to attempt for myself
here,
or
that
it
would
be
necessary
for
growth
of
your
hair,
and
to
gratify
your
Total, each year ..... $1,103,831.30 $849,84^.30
nition ; others were limbless ; some were
to discover the identityof the persons negocarried into the water with tho vessel. me to nay any more to you, butfleel tiating with mo in this matter,nor to convev to lusts compassed the foul murder of my
Included in the item “ Treasury, genscene of great confusion followed. that the compliments you have showered any other person any hints or clews by which maternal grandfather thirty-five vears eral fnnd,” are the expenses of the State
The bell of the yard was rung, and in upon me were not altogether deserved. any accusationor even suspicion shall be di- ago.” “I cry you mercy,” replied the Government (all departments),the losses
the course of a few minutes the news They should not all be paid tome, either rected against them. The parentsof the child timid fowl, “but I am wholly destitute resulting from the Monroe county tax
unite with me in this pledge,and agree, if their
fepread all over the city and brought4a as a soldier or as a civil officer. As a darlingchild is by this means restored to them, of hair; besides, at the time of your la- decision, and a lar^e number of miscelGeneral,
your
praises
do
not
belong
to
crowd of women and children to the gat( •,
to abandon all attempts to punish any person mented relative’s death I was not laneous appropriationsnot levied in speme ; as the executiveof the nation, they connected with his abduction or concealment hatched.” “Well,” roared the aggra- cial assessments,such as for State Libraclamoring for admission.
The workmen devoted themselves to were not due to me. There is no man they agree never to appear against snch par- vated bruin, “how dare you trespass ry, Pioneer Society, teachers’ institutes,
the extrication of the killed and wound- that can fill both or either of these posi- ties. and, with mvself,will use every endeavor upon my estate and entertainintentions' ete.
to shield them from exposure.For the last
ed from the debris of the stocks. Seven tions without the help of good men. I tliree years these parents have sufferedmore of territorial aggrandizement ?” “Alack,
dead bodies were soon recovered and selected my lieutenantswhen I was in than (le
death, and now that Mosher and Doug- good Czar,” replied the unhappy bird, Sixteen Executions Ordered In Penn*
both positions,and they were men, I lass, the real abductors, are dead, it is hoped “how can that be when the barn-yard
identified with more or less certainty.
sylrinhu
John Nelson was completeiy doubled believe, which could have filled my place that the persons who have the child in custody fence stands between you and me?”
The
Governor
to-day issued warrants
will be willing to accent this reward and imup. The back part of his head was torn often better than I did. I never flattered munity. The reward shall be paid in current “ That makes no difference,”cried the for the execution of eight Molly Maoff, and one ear was gone. The head myself I was entitled to the place you money as soon as tho child is iaentilied by its plantigradeof all the Ruwias; “I am
guire murderers,iu addition to four
was cut off and was hanging to the body gave me. My lieutenantscould have parents. As an additional seenrity » the per- compelled to interfere for the protection
issued a few weeks ago. Hugh McGehan,
by a slight ligament. The arms were acted perhaps better than I, had oppor- sons bringinghim, a reasonable time shall of your unhappy Christian subjects,” James Roarity, James Boyle and James
elapse
between
his
delivery
and
the
pnblic
anaud, crossing the fence in force, he procut off and were hanging on the cloth- tunity presented itself. Gen. Sherman
CarroU, convictedof the murder of the
nouncement of the fact, that the parties delivceeded to occupy the turkey as a mateing, and the lower part of the body was could have taken my place ns a soldier
ering him shall have every opportunity to
Tamaqua policeman, and against whom
rial guarantee.
crushed. He was identified only by the or in the civil office, and so could Sher- avoid discovery.
the Supreme Court recently decided, will
Moral : Where there’s a will there’s a
P. T. Barnum, Bridgeport,Conn.
brass tag which is given to each of the idan and others I might name. I am
be hanged at Pottsville on the same day
sure
if
tho
country
ever
comes
to
this
I
sanction
the
above
arrangement
for
myself
way. — New York H or Id.
workmen when they enter the yard in
the 21st of June— on which Thomas
and
Christian K. Robs.
the morning, and the number on which need again there will be men for the
Munley, the murderer of Thomas Sanger
Sheridan’s Babies.
corresponds with a number oppositethe work— ffiere will be men born for every
Murder Without Motive.
and James Umes, mining bosses, will be
emergency.
Again
I
thank
you,
and
names on the books of the firm. Nelson
On Monday night the household of executed. Alexander Campbell, conThe late murder and suiride at Branagain
I
bid
you
good-by,
and
once
again
was a single man. The injuries of the
Gen. Phil Sheridan was thrown into a victed of the murder of John P. Jones,
don, Vt. , is in some respects the strangest
men were principally below the breast, I say that if I had failed Sherman or
state of confusion.Certain swaddling mining boss, will be banned at Mauch
of the strange crimes for which peaceful
and the ladies and legs were badly torn, Sheridan or some of my other beutenVermont has of late years been famous. garments were brought forth. An addi- Ghunok, June 21, with Michael Dovle,
ants
would
have
succeeded.
in some instancesthe limbs having been
Frank Brassor, Jr., aged 15, borrowed tion was expected in Phil’s family ranks. Edward Kelly and John Donahue. The
torn out from the sockets.
There were jnst clothes enough for one. 9th of August has been designated for
his employer’s fine repeatingrifle for a
Statistics of Immigration.
Several of the deceased have left large
But a pair came, and two had to be gar- the execution of Patrick Hester, Hugh
day’s hunting Saturday morning. His
families. All the killed and wounded
In connectionwith his last quarterly father, who was working in a swamp, mented.
Tally and Patrick McHugh, of Columbia
were workmen employed in the yard, statistical report, the Chief of the Fed“ General,I trust that you will pardon
county, convictedof the murder of Alexheard two quick shots near by, but
having formed part of a gang of about eral Bureau of Statistics furnishes a
thought nothing of it till a passer-by me for tampering with your family af- ander W. Rea, Superintendent of a colfifty men who knocked the blocks from number of elaborate tables relating to
fairs,” said a reporter this morning,
liery, in the fall of 1868. The Governor
found the boy dead in a ditch, with a
under the keel of the vessel preparatory immigration into the United States durpistol-ballin his body, and the rifle “but it is understoodthat you are a also fixed the same day for the hanging
father.”
to the cutting asunder of the fastenings ing the calendar year ending Dec. 81,
of Thomas F. Curley, the murderer of
missing. About 10 o’clock at night a
at the bow, by which act the vessel was 1876. According to these statementsthe
“Yes," said the little General, bright- Miss Whitby, of Montgomery county.
section-handon the Rutland railroad met
liberated,and sent sliding down her whole number of immigrants which enening np, “and a happy one, too. All The number of unexecuted death warrants
a young man near Pittsford, who fired at
greasy way and into the river.
tered American ports during the year him with a rifle, bnt was immediately that bothers me, however, is that I made issued by the Governor the past two
was 157,440. Of this number 102,960 knocked down, bereft of his rifle and let a wrong calculation. I expected one, months is sixteen, all of which will be
were males, and 54,840 females. As to go, the railroad man keeping on to Bran- while two came. They are girls at that, carried into effect in June, July and
Salaries of Foreign Ministers.
the ages of this influx of population, don, where he heard of the murder and and bouncing ones in the bargain.”
August. On the 21st of June ten murThe followingis a list of the principal
The babes being both of the female derers will expiate their crimes on the
26,618 were under fifteenyears, 111,764 found the rifle to be the one taken from
foreign missions of the United States, towere over fifteen and less than forty, the dead boy. A hand-car was manned persuasion,the General can’t make army gallows in this State. Nine of them are
gether with the salary attached to each:
while 19,068 were forty years of age and and started back, but when near the scene officers out of them, and he is seriously Molly Maguires.— //am’aburo (Pa.)
Argentine Republic, Minister Refildent ....... $ 7,600
contemplating making them both god- Oor. New York World.
Auntria-Hungary,
Envoy Extraordinary ..... 12,000 upward. Europe, Asia, Africa, the of the tussle a pistol-shot was heard, and
Post.
Belgium,Minluter Resident .................. 7,500 countries of this continent and the isles the murderer, a young man of fine appear- desses of liberty.—
Brazil,Envoy Extraordinary .................12,000
of the sea are represented in this body ance and clothing, with small white hands,
Ruslan Sleeping-Rooms,
Brazil,Secretary of Legation ................. 1,800
of strangers placing themselves under was found to have shot himself dead
Central AmericanStaten (five),Min In ten ResiArms for the Tnrks.
The
homes
of the rich are furnished
dent .....
.................................
10,000 the protection of the laws and flag of the
through the head. He is since found to
The ProvidenceTool Company are with every appliance for comfort and
Chill, Envoy Extraordinary ..................
10,000
United States. A few countries,how- have been an English lad of fine edu- making 600 guns a day for the Turks,
China, Envoy Extraordinary .................12,000
every embellishment for the gratification
Denmark, Charge d’ Affaires ................. 6,000 ever, contributed the great bulk of the cation and quiet manner, who worked for
and have yet 180,000 to make before the of the taste that modem refinement can
France, Envoy Extraordinary ................ 17,500 immigration, and are as follows :
a while on a farm in a neighboringtown, contract is completed.There area num- •uggast or modern art supply. The
France, Fint Secretary of Legation ........2,«25
Great Britain .................................
42,243
F ranee, Second Secretaryof Legation ........ 2,000
Germany .............................
81,328 and has been loiteringabout Brandon. ber of inspectorsfrom ihe Turkish Gov- splendor of the Orient there meets the
Germany, Envoy Extraordinary .............. 17,600
BritinhNorth America ................ ...... 25.618 It has been thought without particular ernment at their works, but they are luxury of the Occident, producing sumpGermany, First Secretaryof Legation ........ 2,025
China ........................................
16,879
Germany, Second Secretaryof Legation ...... 2,000
reason that he was crazy, but the facts wholly inoompetentto do the wodc for tuoiis effects elsewhere unsurpassed.
6,787
Great Britain,Envoy Extraordinary ..........17,500 R’hwI* ........................................
France ................................
6,723 indicate a deliberate murder from pure which they are sent, and the only safe Yet in the appointments of the stateliest
Great Britain,First Secretary of Legation .... 2,625
Norway ......................................
6,031
covetousness. His light curly hair had inspection is made by United States residences there linger traces of the TarGreat Britain,Second Secretary of Legation. 2,000
Greece. Charge d’Affalrea .................... aOOO
been dyed black, and a burglar’s mask officers detailed by the request of the tar origin of the race, and of the habits
135,604
HowailanIslands,Minister Resident ......... 7,600
and other articles were found in his Turkish Government to pose on the of an ancestry lt that dwelt in the
HayU, Minister Resident.........
7500
Italy, Envoy Extraordinary ................ Wooo
pocket, with burnt cork, with which he arms. Tne Turkish inspectors speak romantic tent of- tiie steppes.
The Treasures of Islam.
Italy, Secretary of Legation .................. 1 800
Japan, Envoy Extraordinary ............12 000
The Paris Patrie gives some particu- had partly blackened his face. He prob- neither English nor French, and know The sleeping-rooms of even rojnlty
Japan, Secretary of Legation ................ 0500 lars about the “treasures of Islam.” It ably saw the Brassor boy with his hand- nothing about arms except what they are meagerly furnished, and point
Japan, Interpreter. ............... o 500
some gun, and to get it coolly killed him, have learned since their arrival here. baok to a time when the Muscovite
Liberia, Minister Resident.......
4,000 says that all the pilgrims who visit Mecca
Mexico, Envoy Extraordinary .......... lllooo cast an offering into the three sepulchres afterward fired on the railroad man, Mr. Peabody, the inventor of the rifle dropped carelessly upon a divan and enthinkinghim one of his pursuers, and manufactured, receives a royalty of $$00 joyed his slumber without disrobing.
for the defense of Islam. The writer
finally,when he found he was really in
1 ork Sun.
The narrow chamber of tiie Czar Nicholas
Paraguay and Uruguay,Charge d’Affalres.. . filooo calculates that not less than $3,000,000a
danger,
killed himself to escape hanging.
Peru, Envoy Extraordinary. ............. 10 000
contained only a hud camp bedstead and
year ore thus contributed,and adds that
r>rtugal, Charge d’ Affaires .............
* ftonQ
—Springfield
JRepublican.
Recent
experiences
of
the
Pitcairn
a few articles of cheap furniture, and
Unssia, Envoy Extraordin ary ..............17,500 from one of the sepulchres, which was
islanders go strongly to sustain the Story that of Alexander l ini equipped in' a
Russia, Secretary of Legation ................ 2625 opened in 1829, immense sums were
The Late Ex-Got. Kent
Spain, Envoy Extraordinary ................
000
of Whittington ana his cat. Thd uh- similar style of simplicity. The Russian
•Spain,Secretary of Legation ........ ...... " i’gnn drawn. Another sepulchre was opened
Edward
Kent, the venerable ex-Gov- fortunate people have lately suffered cares little for the seclusion of ^private
•Sweden and Norway, Minister Resident .... 7’5oo during the Crimean war, and now the.
SwlUerland,Charge d’Affalres ............... r’ooo Sheik-ul-Islnm has gone to Mecca to ernor of Maine, who died ajt Bangor Sat- f|om 91 army of rats of such magnitude chamber, and is apt, to take his night’s
. Turkey, Minister Resident.. ................ 7’5no
urday, atthd age o| 75 Je®s,* was grad- and ferocity that they found themselves rest by simply folding his pelisse about
Turkey, Secretary of Legation ............... a’oon draw funds from the third, which has not
Turkey, Interpreter..........................a’ooo been opened since 1415. Taking the uated at Harvard in the same class with powerless to resist their encroachments. him and reposing on the broad leather^ eneznela, Minister Resident ................
Ralph Waldo Emerson and Joeiah Quin- In large bands, the devastatorsmarched covered sofa which is an appendage of
three sepulchrestogether, it is computed
cy. He was Whig candidatefor Gover- across the island, completely clearing off most apartments.
Lilian Stearns, aged 16, of Westfield, that they must contain about $120,000.nor six times, but elected only twice. In everything in the way of provision*
Vt, fell in love with her older sister’s
1837, he was elected by 193 majority, and which came in their track. They are
The Khedive of Egypt is credited,
bean, but he stuck faithfullyto his
The price of opium has suddenly risen in 1840 by a majority of only sixty-seven supposed to have escaped from a wreck. with the evil eye, not to mention the
choice. Lilian threatened to drown her- from $5 to $8 a pound in consequence of
in the hugest vote ever poUed in the Some islands are known to have been money he secured from the Suez cans
; and, one night, while the couple the war.
State. The last year was that of the completely stripped in this way.
bonds.
:

0(H)

5,

$509.90.
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No, Sir— You cannot make this popula-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

tion believe that their religiousdoctrines is
not sufficientfor ail their wants; and they

Saturday, June 2nd, 1877.

Probate Order.
STATE OP MICH

AN, County of Ottawa, m.
At a session of the Probato Court of the County
of Ottawa, holdcn at the Probate Office. In the
City of Grand Haven, in raid County, on Monday, the Fourteenthday of May, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and seventy reven.
Present: Saxukl L. Tat«, Judge of Probate.'
In the matter of the estate of Loretta Retau, de-

discard puritanical Massachusetts-like doctrines for

SEOORATX02T DAY.

something more

solid— some-

thing that will last forever.

Your “snide” Insinuations w ill not avail
This day w$a observed by Uie main pan
in
this community— You cannot make
of our population, and in its arrangements
them
believe that a Red Ribbon Club is
and detailscan be called a success. Tak-

10

ceased.
On reading and filing the petition,dnly ver'fled,
of Hoben Lawrence,praying among other things
for the probate of an Instrument tn writing filed
In t|ils court, pnrporltngto be the last will and
ing into considerationthe
weather better than a church!
testament of Loretta Retan deceased, and that the
Both Ds Hollander and the Orondiret said administration thereof may be granted to him bald
and the terrible dust, the procession was
petitioner, as administrator,
with bill annexed.
large. The partaking of the firemen in nothing essential for you— only, they Thereupon n is ordered, that Monday, the eighteenth
day
of
June
next,
at
one
o'clockin the afthe procession was quite a feature, ami re- dare not show their colors, as usual.
ternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Petl
We did not cast any “slurs” unless they tioc and that the heirs at law of the said deceased,
flected great credit on them— especially
and all other persons interested In said eatete,are
were
translated into that by your puritaniColumbia No. 2, who came out with a new
required to appear at a session of said Court, then
to he holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Hasummer uniform, and looked handsome. cal teetotalisraspirit, but that did not make ven, in said County, and show cause, If any there
opinion is not
whit be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
The processionwas formed
Eighth them
granted: And it is further ordered, that said petibetter
than
ours,
if you are a “lawyer.”
street, the right resting on River street.
tioner give notice to the persons Interested In said
As for “standing on the side of drink- estate,of the pendency of said petition and the
The column was headed by the committee
hearing thereof,by causinga copy of this order to
on flowers, constituting as handsome a lot ing and intemperance,” wo will answer be published In the “Holland Citt News," a
you by wishing and hoping that you will newspaper printed and circulated In said County
of young ladies as ever marched in a pro*
of Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
cession.Immediately following them was stick to your pledge and every one of you. said Cay of hearlmr.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
don’t wish to lay a straw in your way
Gee’s Brass Band,
discoursed some
Judge of Probate.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
o-

so. Your

a

from the branchesof the peach

—but wo

plaint,

boys were marshaled together and brought you are not even a subscriber; moreover it
does not exist on what is made by subscrip*
to follow the procession, which was really
fine

and vividly

how much

illustrated

prettier

the mass of people appear when

moving

in order than to see

nil over

and

all

tions,

but on executing the art of

kinds

The above we have written

Wm.

Now,

lin. The band then gave us “Hail Colum-

who

to us,

an oration full of deep

friends

gave us

pathos, glowing

we

J. C. P.,

will stick to

bia,” after which the president of the day

introducedProf. Scott

J.

down

your

from the

hope you

sincerely

and save your
cry, “I want to

wailing

all

Ha

die!”

$oticr,5.

una-

•

voidable absence of Rev. Pieters, the speak- a
ing in the Holland language was omitted.

A new

patent Brace, which

considered
great improvement on the old kind, is

s

&

A.

Goods.
J.

STEKETEE.
CHAS.

Identified

SCHMIDT,

AUG.

P.

42-ly

- --

Druggists in Michigan:

Milwaukee,Wls.
Holland, Mich., April

Rejuiring Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March

1877.

24,

6— ly.

CROCKERY!
:o:

From and

—

.

W. G. F..BEKUWKE9,
Holland, Mich., April 28, 1877.
It is a pleasure to Inform you, that mv wife, who
has been confined to her sickbed for years, has
so far recoveredher health and strength that she
Is enabled to enjoy her out-doorwalks regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Boslsio three
weeks. This ImprovementIs steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a farther cure.
P.

—

after this

date,

intend to devote to this

those

who

I

line oi

liny sets or in lar^e

quantities.

g. j.

vaarwerk.

Miclt.,Sepi.

the final close, and as their fatherly chap-

be considered and his
memory cherrishedas one of their own
members. The slab erected to the memory of about 80 soldiers, “who sleep in distant graves,” was the last one, and after

10

W. SIMMONS, of Grand

he

Rapids, will

'

In

Holland on or about June 4th. All orders
for Piano Tuning, left with Dr. D. M. Gee, Dentist,
will receive prompt at.eutlon on his arrival,and
satisfactionguaranteed.
ih-iw

the Doxolngy and Benediction the people

dispersed; the organizations,however,

A.

J). 1877. at

two o'clock in the afternoon, on the

o

-

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

1877.

27,

Bio Rapids, Sept. 2fith, 1870This Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
nnst seven years, also been troubledwith dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians In tho State
hut they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Bosisio. at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine,and am improving rapidly
every day.
Yours Repectfiilly,

Fremont Center,

Mich., March

22.

1877.

certify that I have been suffering from
chills and fever for 8 monthi; cured with otic bottle of Dr. Bosisio’s medicine.
This

li* to

CHAS. DICKERSON.

In behalf of Dr. Boslsio. I will say that mv
daughter has been sick with fever and ague for six
months; hive tried a great many different medicines but with the same result.— Procnrodsome of
Dr. Bosisio’s medicine, and after taking 1)4 bottles
of it she was entirely cured.

DEALER

IS

MRS. HARRINGTON.

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

I have been troubled with the ague forll months;
nave tried every kind of medicine that I could ger.
out could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosl-io I sent to him for aome medicine,
a nd after taking one bottle I am entirelycured.
Yours Respectfully,

CBCHINNE ANTINE.
638 Jewett 8t., Grand Rapids, Mich,

Chas. Schmidt <€ Bro.,
77 CANAL STREET,

Administrator's Sale.

marched back in procession, and thus TN the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
closed another one of our bounden duties A Den Beldt, deceased. Notice is hereby given
that ! shall sell at public auction, to the highest
to the memory of our honored dead.
bidder, on Wednesday (he eighteenthday of July,

VAN SCHELVEN

G.
Holland, Mich., April

have been sufferingwith fever and ague for 18
months; have employed numerous physicians hut
derivedno benefit.Was cored with 3 bottles of
Dr. Bosisio’speach branch medicine.

English & Dutch languages.

-

T

prived of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered
that she can walk ou crutches and la steadily Improving.

I

1875.

kind* and sizes.

all

lain will always

PIANO TUNING.

This Is to certifythat after a treatment of four
weeks by Dr. Bosisio our six-year old daughter,
who lor nearly two years has been lame and de-

Respectfully DURA HACKERSON.

Of

Inscriptions cut in both ,the
Atlvcrtiscmfitla.

BERGHUIS.

MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

with the

soldiers from their earliest enlistmentsto

1877.

28,

After many efforts In the coarse of the last three
years, with several physicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, we calle In the services of Dr. Boslsio, who
cured my daughter's eyes in two week*.

Sail Stine of Geld Fens.

SCHMIDT.

-

writ

Price, $5

1. Hebcr Walsh. Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher,
New Baltimore. 3. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chns.
W. Johnson, Holly, ft. J. K. Sl 8. McMnley, Niles.
6. J. F. Hofman, Hubbardson. 7. E. 9. Dunham,
GrandvtIU Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veltch, May P O.,
TuscolaCo. ft. Kerkwood Bros., Isphcmlng, L.
8. 10. Louis Meyei, No. 519 18th sL, cor. Galena,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

Holland,

•

he having been

BOSMAN.

w.

1870.

26,

Get some Japan Tea Dust, cheap at
P. & A. STEKETEE.

A complete new slock of Groceries and
Holland Soldiers Union the grave of the
Dry Goods at
Rev. Dr. A. C. Van Raaltc was decorated
P. & A. STEKETEE.
also,

and see our

a call

Holland, May
P.

-

by

D.

doz., $8 per half dor. Not less than a half dor.

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
& Caps in Great Variety. and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
o

-

be sent C. O.

will

ror saie at tne Following

DEALERS IN

trade the necessary attention,

is

for sale at

Then we proceeded to the grave yard,
strewed the marked graves with wreaths
and flowers, while the band played a fine
dirge. At the unanimous request of the

-------

It

sold to any one.

»f HimmiM im

Give us

altar. [With permissionof the author we

By the

GOODS,

BOSMM,

-

pledge,

their lives on their country's

will publish U in our next.]

per

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

a fine lot of

MERCHANT TAILOR.

with patrioticeulogy of the soldiers that
laid

Ing to the Doctor

offered very cheap at

W.

thinkingwell over it.

M. Cop-

kinds of

cure

Com-

Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,

older If they have it not on hand; or

will

CLOTHING

BOYS’

in a friendly

an unmerited at-

ceeded to the grove near the cemetery, tack of a young man, who, perhaps will
where the exercises commenced by a not say so much, in the future, without
prayer by the chaplain, Rev.

And

Is

pro- spirit of defense, to repel

all

SUMMER

of printing!

them scattered

mixed up. Thus we

all

or

Arrival

will

This remedy can be procured from drngglsis, who

All Kinds of Spectacles.

A Hew

and

Side Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers, etc.

equally repudiate the idea to be

march. Following the
band was the Holland Soldiers Union, bull-dozed into it, as you are trying to do.
As for your insinuations about this comwhich was but poorly attendedfor some
munity
being able to do without the News,
reason unknown to us; next followedthe
two fire companies, and then followedthe we will simply tell you that a paper would
Holland Reform Club. A company of small not last long by your patronage, whereas
fine music on the

tree,

the following diseases, viz: Sore Eyes, Liver

16-18

We

who

new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander

A

Boslrio,July i*t, 1870. This remedy Is an extract

warm

on

Column.

Dr. Bosisio's

Joslin&Breyman,

14-ly

GRAND

Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three

RAPIDS, MICH.

To the Red Ribbon

months. Employed numerous

TEMPERANCE

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.
have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the past five years. 1 have tried numerous
physicians,but could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Bosisio. and after taking four bottles of bis
peach brunch medicine,since three weeks under
ills care, I feel as well as ever I did.
I

Makes Custom Work

RESTAURANT,

we

Your true friend,

'

Specialty.

Herring,

Hot

SUSAN BAILEY.

recovering from a serious Illness wish to make
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Boaisio, who has
been my faithful physician nntll I am entirely out
of danger. I was attended by two of the leading
physlclauiIn Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the decision that I could not survive more
than one hour from the time of their mteting.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger inside of 24 hours, and In three days was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grati ful.
I,

D R

K.

VAN RAALTE.

Lemonade, Ice Cream, Candies, Cigars,

physicians, hut re

celved no benefit. Dt. Bosisio cured my ague iu
21 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks, with
peach branch medicine.

Men!

premises herein described In the Towmhip of Holland, in the County of Ottawa, in the State of
Having opened a
Michigan, pursuant to license and authority
An article appeared in the Grand Haven granted to me on the twenty-eighthday of May, A.
D. 1877, by the ProbateCourt of Ottawa County,
7/eraU of last week^ wh(cli was evidently Michigan,all of the estate, right, title and interest of the said deceased, of, in and to the real esintended for us in person, and as such
Next door to G. Van Patten’s Store, wc would
tate situated and being In the County of Ottawa,
w'ill answer: Mr. J. C. P., one of our In the State of Michigan,known and described as respectfully call the attention of the Public to
follows,to wit; AH that certain piece or parcel of the facilities we offer them in all kinds of refreshmost premising young lawyers, evidently land particularlydescribed as follows; commenc- ments and «atahles,inch os
shows how littlehe knows of the printing ing at a point two (2) rods south, and six (8) rods
west of the North-east corner of the North east
busines, by referringto insulting“dodgera” quarter tK) of the North-west quarter (k) of section thirty-three(38), town five, (5) North, range
for the saloonists. Pray, what job printing fifteen (15) West, In the Cointy of Ottawa, and
office would refuse to do any job work, us State Of Michigan, thence running South eleven
(11) rods, eight and one fourth (BV) links; thence
long as it was clothed in decent language? East six (Hi rods; thence South nine (9) rods,
and three-quarter* (I5JD links; thence West
You and “Ego” both made yourselvesri- fifteen
twenty (20) rods and ten and one-half (lOtfl links;
diculous in the eyes of every printer by thence North twenty (20) rods and twenty-four (24)
links; thence East fourteen 114) rods and ten and
mentioning it. Compare this with Hor- one half (10#) links, to place of beginning,conace Greeley’s conduct in the hottest tem- taining two and one-fo\irth(2#; acres of land, and
Holland, Mich., May 1st, 1877.

“REPEL BOARDERS."

Of the nontest styles and best qualitieswhich I
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

BOOKBINDING!

and Tea

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that belnc at
MRS. MARY J. SHOOTER.
present located at Muskegon, hehas made arrangeIt is with pleasure that I make this statementin
ments with Mr, 1). It. Mecngs.at Holland, at whofe
regard to a serious illness from which I have just
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
he left. I have purchaseda new and completeline recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to he con
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Fremont to attend me ; my case being an uncomA. CLOETINGU.
mon difficolt one. 1 got no encouragement from
being a part of the North-edstquarterof the
Muskegon, Sept. 3 1875.
him.— I then called a second one, who with nearly
perance battle that ever raged in the East- North-west quarter of section thirty-three (13)
the
same result, discouraged me to such an extent
aforesaid. Terms made known at time and place
ern at ales ; when he absolutely sold a speci- of
,
that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
In the matter of the Estate of WUhelmlna PlugBosisio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
. ISAAC MARS I LIE, AdminiMrator.
fied space in the columns of bis petted
ger, Cornelia Plugged and Maalke Plugger,
and danger; to him I owe my siucejo thanks.
DaTZd: June 2nd, A. D. 1877.
minors and heirs of the estate of Aldcrt Plugger,
York TribuM, to his opponent. But
ANGEL1NE TROYLEY.

Coffee
--AND

—

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.
MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.

sale.

Guardian’s Sale.

f r

.

Meat Market.

New

you are wiser than he was—

deceased.

you!

are

The charge that these “dodgers” were

more

falsehood by

Ilian

Thus showing that yonr affable,calm exis

covering up something that this

population

new

Ha* opened up a

one of your riwn

Red Ribbon members, and by our books.

terior

BRAAM

PETEE

printed “fre* of charge,” we can prove a

Meat Market,

j

Near the corner i>f

f

knows nothing of. Moreover,

the job was taken in and almost executed,
before we got

down

RIVER & TENTH STREETS.

to the office in the

morning, by a member of the Red Ribbon
Club, who happens to

work

Fresh & Salt Heats

for us.

In the second paragraph the young
lawyer pettifogshis idea before the public
by saying that we are using the

News

lor

As cheap as

ANYWHERE

ELSE.

NOTICE Is hereby given that hv virtue af authority and license to mo granted by the Probate
Court of the County of Ottawa,State of Michigan,
at a session of said Court, holdcn In the City of
Grand Haven, ou Friday, the fourth day of
May, A . D. 1877. In the mailer of the Eeta'e of
the ffHrt of Aldert Plugger, aforesaid, I shall sell
at public auction to the highest bidder, at the Post
Office at New HollandStation, In the Township of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa and Stkte of
Michigan, on Tuesday,the nineteenth day of June,
A. D. 1877. at two o’clockIn the nfternoan. all the
right, title and interest of the said minors in and
to the following real estate situated and being in
the Township of Holland, County of Ottaw-,and
state of Michigan,and fhrtner describedas follows : All of the undividedthree-fifths
part of the
north half of the south-east quarter and the southwest quarterof the north-east quarter of section
five, town five, north of range ftftcen west; said
premisesto he sold together or in parcels; conditions and terms of sale to be made known at the
above time and place.
Dated: Holland, Mich.. May 4. A. D. 18T7.

keep

Fe

we defy him, or anybody else, to

a

where we have said anymovement. We admit
that we don’t want to encourage it— and
just on this accouat he wants to make ns
the scapegoatof the spite he has against
that part of the community that refuse to
point out

line

thing against this

wear the

In

badge.

Call and See and trade to
your own advantage.
P.

GRAND RAPIDS MICH
70 Monroe
OLABS k 500DEICK,

Proprietor!.

that line of
business. Full weights and good quality is our

and never has experiencedenough oppres- H*v|o^rentedth^ machine shop and
have

to forgive

him for

this,

“better clement” of our
judge.

So we

will

community to VulUiRj, SUtimtj ul
Setting up

la regard to his assertions that

we do

represent the majority of the Ameri•can people here— we will say that about 8
.or 4

of ike business men

.far at

m

ktum, wear

•this same

kmt4

a red ribbon, -the

to fall of

^

Repairing Neatly Done
GIVE U9 A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.

5.18

Fortiblt Eigiisi,

SHAFTING,

T AM

ETC.,

kv hhn,

authorised to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

Come and Give us
Holland, Feb.

I>TTl.IiETS, ETC.,

1877.

City Hotel,
E.

about

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

800 voters to witness, Mikes your assertion
a

Wutingto&Str,,•

FALSEHOOD

<?ur pari

that ^ffajtand alone” in
duo and stiem

• Smi

Bitsb,

M,

llauk & quodric
Holland, Mich., May

17,

3877.

15-

•

24, 1877.

First-Class Accommodations.

four years. Have
the host doctors lu the iJtateand could find no
relict Procured the services of Dr. Boslsio, and
in three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numcrons physicians, bat found no relief.
Was cured in live weeks hy Pr. Bosisio.
tried

Yours respectfully,

JOHN BALDWIN.

NOTICE.

Baldwin, Mich.. July 16th, 1878.
have been troubled with catarrhIn its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried different
physicians and patent medicines,but derived no
benefit. After taking five orilesof Dr. Boslsio'.
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am as
I

Notice ia hereby given to nil persona indebted to the lale firm of E. Kruitdnga &
Son, tlmt the undersigned bas been appointed the asaiitnee of the estate of said
Arm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
must be paid to him without delay.

MANLY
Holland, March

D.

HOWARD,

WC"

j

1877.

Suffered for four years and a half from dvspcpsia: cured me lu one month.
tried 12 doctors and found no relief Cared by
using Dr. Boslsio’a peach branch medicine.In two

weeka.

»

MIRE O'BRIEN.

Had a runningsore for throe years ; cured In nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio'speach branch medicine,

Kuuizenoa & Son.

28,

JAMES PUILIPO.

L.

OLSON.

JENNIE SNIDER.

Bio Rapids, Sept. 26, 1876.

This la to certify that I have been sick for the
Sick five years with liver complaintand dyspeppast five years, having tried twelve ot the best docsia. Tried numcroun physicians and patent meditors in the State,bnt they coaid do nothingforme.
cines. hot derived
benefit. Cured by using
I commenced under the treatmentof Dr. Bosisio,
eight bottles of Dr. Boelsio's peach braneft median Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
WM.
hours got up and left my bed. Respectthlly,

m

cine.

MURRY.

,

FnEHonr, Jan.

Waa

25,

twice.

MRS.

1877.

troubled with fever sorea three months; Dr.
Boalalo cured me with three steam baths amt blvtdHolland,Mich. Ing
N. JACOBS

MANLY D HOWARD.

17,

a Trial.

JOHN VAN DEN BERG.

“Gem"

TUB

Shifting,

itself. And
I call

X

HoLtawp, Feb.

a spasmodic

aseerdon,(o which

„

TUG FOR SALE.

New Machinery,

Holland, as Kiting Nil Work,

of

rest «ca*nat ha enticed into
•effort "that 4s

preparedto repair all* kJnda o?*

owned

and leave the

.not

.

power,

HANS HANSEN.
Had lung disease and dropsv for

Assignee of E.

Will be pleased to see all his old friends andenstomera that require anything In the clothing line.
We make, cot and trim to order anything in oar
line according to the latest styles, and for the low
eat possible
•

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured In
two weeks by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosisio’s
peach branch medicine.

standing rule.

Street.

prices.

point him to the fact that he is too young,

sion to appreciate “liberty.”

Has removed his business to

Holland, Mich., Junel, 1877. 16-4w

order to

tions

MERCHANT TAILOR

BRAAM.

t

answer the derisive quotaof “liberty,” we aimpiy have to

TEIBOUT,

1876.

MISS ALICE ROWE.

Pork, Salt Pork,

and every thing else belonging to

HEILTJB DE JONG, Guardian.

I. P.

ill

25,

had been sufferingftom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Boslsio nve days,
and having taken five bottles of bis peach branch
medicine, I am feeling perfectly cured, and gratefully recommend him to all personasuffering with
catarrh.
I

This Meat Market Is in Stutter'sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Kantcrs’ Book Store. We keep on
hand a choice assortmentot fresh meats, and also

the above mentioned purpose. In answer
to this

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July

No. 76, Eighth St.

I was poisoned and confinedto my bed five
months from the effects of It. Had several running aores. also trqro the effects of the poisoning.
Cured by Dr. Boslsio In five weeks.

H.

HAHN.

have been troubled with sore eyes and dyspepsia for the past five years. Have tried several
doctors but have found no relief. I procured
Dr. Boslsio and afrer taking one bottle of his
peach branch medicine I feel perfectly well.
I

WILLIAM STOWE.

SIMON THOMPSON.
Sick with dropsy four years; employed five of
the best physician- in Grand Rapids; employ, d 22
doctors altogether, and kept protUng worse. After
being In tho care of Dr. Bosisio for three weeka
and taking three of hi* steam baths I am entirely
cured.
Yours Respectfailr.
IE HAHN.

CONSULTATION FREE,
/

No. 20, Ninth Street,

Evidence of A. Westveer.

England complains that

lotting jj.
Gold

is

most backward spring

The

total abstinence pledge now

of Delaware promiaee

crop

to be 25 per cent larger this year than

for

Thursday, June

domestic use.

Mr.

Hodgson, was

J.

settling

up

Mu phy

number 85,-

town

in

14, will be the

one

bun-

affairs of his

the

Next door to
-

J

LA.

Stars and Stripes as a national ensign.

week

this

deceased brother

STREET.

NO. 80

dredth anniversaryof the adoption of

ever

before.

_

obtained by artesian wells on

the Colorado desert is found to be too salt

Thb peach

STAR HAT
STORE,
______
MONROE

Philadelphia signers of the

000.

Water

itendy at 100}^ to 107.

this is the

in 28 years.

Jesse R. Grant, son of

Seal's1

m^m

ROES T

U

ex-President

It Is expected that the schooner Kate Thomas, who was killed iu the Black Hills Grant, will act as correspondentfor the \
Howard will be finished in the latter part last winter.
Chicago Inter-Ocean while in Europe with
of next week. » ' -j / ‘
his father.
The Hollander has got the city printing
Thr city clerk is expected to (To more
for the current year. We hope he will be
Women are getting their rights at last.
work this year, (for every year the work
able to satisfythe council both us regards The Legislatureof Minnesota has just
ll-Uw
increases,)
}t^yd to be $800.yJ
to quantity and quality.
passed a bill authorizingwomen to prac-

Bakery. Has the

And

best assorted Stock of

"BATS, CAPS

for

Trk ci^fi

arskal hSs his

sal

ary reduced,

to $2o0^this we consider the worst blow

yet.

to the Holland
fallen it

Reform Club that has

be*"

The mail train from Chicago was late
on Monday last, owing to the burning of a
depot at Kensington, between Michigan

Mr.

J. Harringtou’s new house on

E.

Rkvs C. Van (ier*Veen,J. V«n

der

and H. Uherwyk nave

east

to attend the General Synod of thel| a

danger of the lawyers dying out.

left for

America.

The Columbia college law school at New
Invented is “Popoftka.”It means a
York has just turned out a fresh batch of
cular iron-cladmonitor,invented by

largest class ever

graduatedthere.

miral Popoff

our city. Mr. W.

II

.

-

Finch moved a build-

ing into the city limits, and placed

it

A dispatch

on a
last

J

the Russian Navy to

.'Harrington’s near the Chicago
in

depot.
-

-

*•••»

to the

North

baby

a

is

^

tll<!

NEW FIRM!
-

Adpop

News

-

-

lively yeller.— [yortaM Bulletin.

Some

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

in the

township of
lost all his

Groceries,
Crockery,

-

-

Flour

-4frfr-

It is told for a fact that a little flaxen-

-

The Goods^arejirst-class

of the

Vcndome column

during the com-

I

.......

An invention has been patented which munist troubles, and the court will take
may produce almost as marked an effect iu annual installments of $2000.
gin.

it

am

wimmin

willing to rock the

to kut rags to

a wagon-like maMr. T. Keppel inlonm us tl.at we ImvAl kal1 keeP ma hu"'inS hen8’ °r pif
when driven misunderstood him, -aud that lie will keep>'k feeD k“™"‘'‘; I w"
fields picks clean ev- on manufacturing cider, and only
or korc apples for sas8, hot I won't

^

„,ake

ery scrap of cotton, and saves the labor of

vinegar of the cider that

left over.

is

The|cluln'

one hundred hands.

Orondwet and the Grand Haven Herald,

of the Ellice swamp
rapidly, Large
gangs of practical men are at work on it.
A few years hence Ellice will boast of

who copied the above without credit,wi!

“big drain”

in Canada, is progressing

It is understood that Sheridan has se-

1 1

nfis.

one of the two additionalmili-

few years ago an impassable swamp. Yellowstone valley, that it
Fort Custer, and

streets delimited

shall be

with

this

mark of distinc-

and greatly to the disgust of Mr.
Ellsworth,who is a confirmed bachelor.

named

on Wednesday last. One of the deplora-

few days in fishing for black bass In I Mr. W. J. Scott has runted his dwelling
Black Lake. There are more people ex- jo Mr. Clark, our new machinist, and has is not yet a prospect for -a reunion with
the church South. Why Is it, that even
pected from Chicago to day, among whom bought the house on the corner of Ninth
politiciauswill bury the hatchet and this
is Dr. Hunt, who was here two years ago.
nd Fish streets, and is fixing it up for a
body of clergymen seem to be devoi/l of
arding house, makiug large additions,
Mu. Peter Braam lias opened a ne^- ,
the spirit of union, fraternityand harmony.
of

Teulh and

will be of great con-

fc
L

^"LXolt

. / .

Wa

Mr. Clay visited that state, was selected

make

the welcoming address.

great effort in its pieparatlon,

wdll'be

succelf"

in

9p.'.ta

0t thC

The

Department of State has been

ficially informed that

1,ard

on a

stories, as they get

no

official sources,

though

-

-

to

them the insigniaof

Em-

the

ported that the boatman’s dog, a retriever, the sand from washing through.

S^fa^d

ed to

W. &

H.

order. This mark of honor is

in con-

ALL KINDS OF
NO.

22

RIVER STREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan

JOB PRINTING

The above firm make a specialtyof enstom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to corapeto with anv house In the city.
They keep constantly or nand a choice variety o(
Ladies and Children shoes and gaiters.

We call the attention of our citizens to ments seems to be going on in Turkish
the special notices of G. J. A. Pessink. Asia, but no definite news of battles, had
strong, and the drowning woman, with
With commendable enterprise and at con- reached London as late as June 1st, 4
the dog holding fast to her, drifted a quarsiderable expense he has fixed up an up o’clock a. m. The queen of Holland,who
ter of a mile down the river, when the anstairs parlor, which must be pronounced has been reported dangerouslyill for a few
imal, by an extraordinary exertion, brought
superb. Besides this they have two rooms days past, was reported slightlybetter, on
her ashore at Ryton Willows. It was then
fitted up downstairs to accommodatetheir Thursday last.
found that she was dead.
customers, and they serve a dish of iceWilliam Henry Cuyler Hosmer, an
Quite an intereatinglawsuit occurred in cream that cannot be surpassed in any American poet, died at his residence at
city. Besides their regular bakery they
the Township of Fillmore during the past
Avon, near Rochester, N. Y., May 28. He
week. John de Haan, Berend Lemmcn, have a happy facility to furnish a custom- was born in Avon, on the 25th of May,
and John Douwma were hauled up on a er with almost anything he may want to 1814. He was graduated from the Unicharge of assault and battery by Mr. J. eat. They have a showcase with twenty versity of Vermont in 1841, and subseScbaap, complainant.John Douwma plead differentbrands of cigars, that cannot be quently succeeded John Young as Master
beat in this city. Give them a trial, and
guilty and got off with a fine of $5.00 and
in Chancery In New York State. Having
judge
for yourself.
costa. John de Haan and Berend Lemmade a study of Indian life in Wisconsin
men were tried and convicted,John de
We find an article in the Chicago Trib- and Florida for several years, he printed
Haan receiving a sentence of $25.00 fine,
une of the 23d of May, which is of import several poems relating to Indian character
or 75 days In the House of correction, and
to our fruit-growers in this vicinity.The and traditions,of which the best known
Berend Lemmen, $10.00 and coats.
goveroment of the city of Chicago passed are “Legends of the Senecas.”“The Fall
, —
— —
One of the results of the high liquor an ordinance recently, regulating the trade of Tecumseh,”and the “Warriors of the
license in this city Is the shutting down in fruit, and prohibitingthe trade from Genesee.” In 1854 he published two vol.

-

Repairing neatly done and at
Short Notice,
W. A H.

81-ly

IN

BOOTS A SHOES

E.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

COMMERCIAL

Ladies,

Gents,

PRINTING,

Youth and
Misses Wear.

Blora, Jr. will stop also.

proprietor of

This must be

Full line

for

the

Holland, Jan.

Winter trade.

packages. However,

the baskets and

House.—

Utopw

Corner Monroe and Ionia

$500 to

$600 in money, which

they hold a bushel, half bushel, peck, or aliquot

ENVELOPES,
PROIE LISTS,
CARDS,

Streets,

GKRACTD HAMIDS.
This

is

TAGS,

dti

and remains the popuHouse of Grand
Kapids.

lar Eating

Spring Chickens on Hand.

Tribune. It is not gener-

If you want a dUb of the best ice-cream,
with a piece of splendedcake thrown in,
will be required to fork over, to cover part thereof. We deem it of suffleieut call at G.J. A. Peaslnk’sBakery.
that deficiency. 8o after all the taxpayers importance to our fruit-growersto^caH simply ask you to try it, and we will risk

from

STATEMENTS,

HORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

considereda grand victory for teetotalism. boxes being made' for this year, it was not ally known here that the above men- If
Will it stop any one from buying, who deemed advisableto change it daring this tioned poet waa an uncle ot Mrs. J. O.
wants it? No. But this istrue-U abso. season; but hereafter the shipment of fruit Doesburg.— [Ed.
lutely debars the remaining taxpayers will be regulated by actual measure— to

NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,

1, 1870.

CROSBY’S

selling

lent

LETTER HEADS,

:o:«

—

of Mr. McVicar

(

HEROLD,

-

any other way than by regular nmes of poems, including “Indian Tradithe Phoenix Hotel. Chaa. Hall, will only measure. This ordinance called out a tions and Songs.” “The Months,” and
take out beer license. Chris. Miller will meeting of the fruit dealers, and brought “Bird-Notes.”In 1854 he moved to New
move to Mr. Howards’ village, and Cs. out the general complaint about fraudu- York and took a position in the Customthe bar

THE

ELFEHDINK,

’

of

Promptly and Neatly

but generally discredited. Strategic move-

ashore with her, but the current was too

.

execute

ELFERDINK’S

and attempted to swim

-

times prepar-

the pnbltc
cheap for cash.
p

sideration of their courtesy to the repre-

Mr. Simmons, in order to
seutatives of that country at the Centen*~4
read it to him. “Well,” said Simmons,
Col. Mansfield and Capt. Mower were nial Exhibition.
“I suppose you wish me to criticise and in town on Tuesday last, and proceeded
The latest news by cable dispatches,
correct, being an educated and scholarly down to the harbor with a view of inspectJune
1st, maybe summed up thus: The
gentleman?”“Not that,” said Mr. Moore, ing it, and to dispose of the repair work
peace rumors which have been circulated
“but to see how it will strike the vulgar to he done by contract. We are informed
for the last three or four days are traced
mind.”
that Mr. R. Haulers, has got the job of
to the Parisian stock jobbers. The RusIn connection with a recent boat acci- removing the bogus filling in the cribs,
sians remain inactive before the swollen
dent at Ryton, on the Tyne, in England, and to fill them according to his own de- Danube. The rumor that Ardahan has
by which three lives were lost, it is re- mised plan, which it is claimed will keep been retaken by the Turks is repeated,

woman

all

city,

I

We Invite onr friendsand tho public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.

Gen. Hawley, presi-

re-

ory has written on for more troops.

siezed. a

offer it to

dent; Alfred T. Goshorn, director gener-

ment transmitted
it is

ported from Salt Lake City that Gov

friend,

and we are at

of-

confirmation of

to

He made a
and called

ing are unequaled in this

DEALERS IN

,

The New York Herald continues to
hear that the Mormons are arming and

them from

*

Print-

,

al, and Meyer Asch, assistantsecretary of
and will no domA have quite a
trade in a few weeks. (live him a call. drilling,and the Gentiles growing more the Centennial Commission, have been
See his advertisementin A other column. nervous. The Washington authorities, created by the King of Holland Knights
of the Order of the Golden Lion of .The
however, don’t take much stock in the
B. F. Moore of North Carolina, when
Netherlands,and on Saturday the depart-

butcher,

Job

.

venicnce to those living in the 8oulh-wesW:':lh';eillCr|,rl5e'
ln
ern part of the city/* PeTei1 15 KnoWfi

facilities for

and Fancy Articles.

ied will be preserved as a cemetery.

a

which

Our

VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

Northern

ble features of this session is that there

meat market near the corner

JOBOFFICE.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

The General Assembly of the
wo
Presbyterian
reshyterian Church closed their session w«

..

ANNIS & BROEK,

No. 86, Eighth Street.

spot where Custers troops fell and are bur-

jX .

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1870.

tion,

is probable that the

it

IsTBWS

see.

___

and marked her blanket, Opp,
“Elisworth’schoice,” She paraded the

Geo. S. Wells from Chicago, are stopping

River streets,

Drs.

entered unseen,

lected the scene of the Custer massacre as
of

cm

An Indian maiden having curiously

tary posts authorized by Congress in the

Hotel. They are whiling away

1IS

G.

Holland, Aug.

watched the marking of barrels of flour in
please have the honor to correct the saufe. a flourishing flour mill iu Winoua, Minn.,_

buying the best dairy farms in the country the site
all reclaimedfrom what was deemed only

Mess. Geo. A. Wheeler and ion, and

[•

of charge,

work into rag carpets; they

It is

through the ripened

free

callaYd

tsr

baby while

folks are biling soap; I am reddy

chine, called the picker, and

at the City

-

THE

PRICES
- ARE LOW.

appreciated.

a

Just Received at

Feed.
Etc., Etc.

evening Rev. Van der children,three in number, and his wife, haired boy of five summers, who had passed the afternoon at an art museum, lookMeulen, of Muskegon, addressed the pub- by that disease.
o
ing up in his mothers face, said: “If the
lic in Kenyon’s Hall, under the auspices
A prompt delivery
M. Courbet,the painter, has consented
mammas, when they die, turn into mum- be relied upon.
of the Holland Reform Club. There was
to pay the fine of $60,000 to which lie was
mies, do all the papas turu into puppies?”
a good audience,and his effort was duly
sentencedfor his share in the destruction

The

&

dings were sent in hermetically sealed cans.

On Wednesday

as the cotton

MATERIAL

-4.fr.

amiable individuals In England

have subscribedfor the shipment of 2,000

Walz had

-

hi* stock of

plum puddiugs to the nearest attainable
Chicago Tima, dated
section of the Turkish army. The pud-

Allegan County, and

O

Having succeededthe Ute Arm of G. Van Patten
& Co., at the same stand and In the same bueinese
subse- wiahae to advertise through the colnmna of the

this latitude

1TEW

G. Van Patten.

8“rac'

usually born while and turns a

cir-

-

-

w‘"

to while. In

Thursday, reports scarlet fever raging

Fillmore, Gcrrit

PRIQEIS "VER/Tr LOW.

Carolina paper speaks of a

quently turned

--

building has been added to off Turks with.

Another

lot of E.

of

1

•

baby which was born black and

yet

GRAND RAPIDS.

IN

.he|,Dd wc 8"a"8ee wll0,Urvlm-

.

The most sensible Russian word

nif

at

for!> re,ir,in;,

len,

goods,

all the courts of that State.

Ninth street, near the Chicago depot, is
An improved form of challenge to a
rumor has it, that it duel is the following Quaker note: “If
rented fo^frboarding-house.
W thou will eat twelve unripe apples just be

Reformed Church in

204— the

law in

almost finished, and

City and Chicago.

No

tise

STRAW

and

you want a square meal go
and try them.

Bre&kfact 26 otn. Dinner 26
eta. Sapper 26 ota.

Programmes,
Handbills,

Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc., Etc

We

will be called upon to express their opin-

their attentionto an outline of the trans- the result

ion— If no sooner than next spring— how action, and perhaps it would be advisable
they like this kind of

economy.

to get officialinformationin regard

to

it.

G. 4. A.

PESSINK.

WANTED

In every city, town and village in the
A choice assortmentof Candies Nuts
Twenty differend brands of cigars, and United States, an agent for the sale of
Oranges, Lemons, Apples, etc, etc, at the
of the finest qualities;together with the Eztnoi of Fetch Branch. Bend for cirbakery of
choicest brands of smoking tobaccos, at culars. Address DR A. B08I8I0,
G. J. A. PESfclttK.

G. J.

A PESSINK.

-No. 29 Ninth Street, Holland, Mich.

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.
Meals got up

to

order any time,

and satisfaction guaranteed.

GIVE

XHQcYtRIAL.
l-M

and Ornamental printing. Gall and
examine specimens and prices.
All kinds of Color

WHISTLING IN HEAVEN.
¥onVe

Mm MM

she threw aside her book. “I had no
idea it was so late. I have scarcely time
to dress for dinner. ”

ever should say so?
Just wait till the reason I’ve given
Why I say I sha’n’t care for the music,
Unless there U whistling in heaven ;
Then you’ll think it no very great wonder,
Nor so strange,nor so bold s conceit,
that I

She changed the morning oostume she
wore for another of rich material, and of
a dark pay cojor, fastening a scarlet ribbaa at her throat,
bunch of dark
red berries in her hair ; ^tken she took a
survey of her figure in an opposite

and

•

It was hrtc Iniho autumn of *40:
We had come from our far Esstewu home
Jtmt in seAAou to build ua a cibiu* .
,-r*
Ere the cold of the winter should come ;
And walitAri
in <

H

minor.

!

mil

/.

“Very
aCthe

Vqioe

Ste

into the
8<^that our heads were scarce shilietjta i

the provoking, tilings f laid to Von
hour
honr ago;
ago ; but
bnt i
l hm
bm- aWnW
aW^hnsfy,
hasty, you
x
know ;• urwl
T want you to tie this
il.: __ m.i.
know
and I
ribbon

You see, we’d tyit twp or throe ueiahliors,;
And the near^n
are»(twgs
wsh niorc
hiorc man
than a» nine.
mile.
And we hadn’t fourid time yetto kn6w them,
For we had been busy the while ;
And the man who had helped at the raising

drawing-room. .

smothered my grief and my terror
husband was off on his rtde, “i
And then in my arms I took JoSey,
And all the day long sat and cried.
As I thought of the long dreary hours
When the darkness of night should fall,
And f was so utterly helpless,
With no one in reach of my call
•

a

I was sure ’twas a white man,
thought, were he coming for ill,
He d surely approachwith more caution—
Would come without warning and still.
Then the sounds, coming nsarer and nearer,

“How do you

8"?'

«

heard footstepsapproaching,

“

if acme one was heavily striking’
An ax in the top of a stump ;
And then, in another brief moment,
There came a light tap on the door,

-As

quickly I undid the fasl’nings,
And in stepped a boy, and before

'There was either a question or answer,
Or cither had time to speak,
I Just threw my glad arms around him.
And gave him a kiss on the cheek.
Then I startedbock, scared at my boldness.
But he only smiled at my fright.
Ah he said, “ I’m your neighbor’s boy, Elirk,
Come to tarry with you through the night.

_

sight of the cabin,
{hin*ing to save yon alarm,
I whistled a tune, jnst to show \ou
I didn’t htteud any harm .
in

And so here I am, at your service ;
«-?ut /. y°u don,t me to stay,
why, all yen need do is to sav ao,
And, should’ring my ax. I’ll away.”
I dropped in a chair and near fainted
thoa8ht of his leaving me then.
And his eye gave a knowing bright twinkle
Aa he said, “I guess I’ll remain.”

.

just sat there and told him
terriblyfrightened I’d been,
I

most wcto“
/.And then I to down with the baby,

Near so brave

a

w’ell

enough,” Margaret an-

’i*

yovng fellow and true.

she had rebelled against her father’s
second marriage. She had not entirely
forgotten her old scruples; and Richard

to

present.
“ So you have come to my aid, Margaret?” she said, in a relieved tone.
“See what you can do with Richard.
He persists in saying that he cannot
remain with us more than a few days at

So now. my dear friend,do you wonder.
Since such a good reason I’ve given,
Why I say I sba’n’t care for the music
Unless there is whistling in heaven ?
»e«, often 1 ve said so in earnest,
And now what I’ve said I repeat,

the furthest.”
—Harper'i M<ujazinefor June.

“I

don’t think I can succeed where
Margaret returned,pleasantly.
“ I8 jour business so urgent, then, Mr.Gleason, that you cannot leave it any
longer?” she inquired, hesitatingly.
“ No, not exactly,” he said, bestowing
on her a glance which brought the color
to her face.
A summons to dinner prevented any
furtiierdiscussion on tW subject for the
present. Air. Gleason gave his arm to
Margaret, and as they passed out into
the hall he said to her, in a half whisper,
“ Shall I go or stay, Miss Ventnor ? It
must be as you desire.”
“Stay,” ‘she replied; “though, of
course', ^ she' ad® d, “ills immaterial to
you

JURttABET VEMNOB.

r

V|1Whv, Maggie! Not dressed yet;
*Con8m Richard will be here in half an
8fceUa kiscombe, throwing
jjodc the folding doors and entering the
oaCT parlor where her half-sister,
Imlf.Hi'nW MarAfo.
badk

’

garet Ventnor, was reclining on a sofa
with an interesting book in her hand, ami
n handsome morning - dress carelessly
robing her slender figure.
‘It is hardly necessary that I should
be the first to welcome him,,, she said
curling her lip slightly,and making an
impatient gesture, as though the subject
was not a•11pleasant one. “You
and
iuu “UU
: pianram 'will be sufficient to enti'rtaiu
i him, at least until dinner time ”
4

1

—

’

•“But then," pkaded Stella, “you
might please me just this once, and I
have no doubt Richard

c

f

anxious to be/xune acquainted with you.”
“I don’t suppose he is aware of my
existence,” Margaret said, carelesslv
turning the leaves of her liook.
““Oh! just as you please,” replied
is

provoking tone. “You are
determined
hate Richard Gleason,
--- to
---VAA^iADVLi,
ftvwra
ax
#
Margaret;
and, indeed, it^ ammatter
of
perfect indifferenceto me whether you
like him or

'Stella, in a

ntwl

iVj

4

not”

»

..

.

Stella had worked herself into qtiite a

and Margaret thought
it U^rob
best to
KUUU^Uli lb
VU
•withdraw to her pwii . ropm ftr the sake
.

•

---

of quiet.

Half an hou|r later, looking from her

'window, she

^

H

Good-by,

Gleason’scoming among them aroused
some of the old feeling of enmity toward
her step-mother’sfamily.
The days sped rapidly at Rose Villa.
Mrs. Ventnor planned some new amusement each day for the young folks.
“ Do you know, Maggie,” Stella said,
coming into her half-sister’sroom, one
evening, after Mr. Gleason had been
with them about a fortnight, “that
Richard talks of going to town in less
than a week ? Mamma is using every
endeavor to persuade him to remain the
summer, and wishes you to assist her ;
so come dowu to the parlor at once.”
Margaret, thus urged, followed Stella
to the parlor, where she found Mrs.
Ventnor endeavoring, ns her daughter
had said, to persuade Richard to give up
all thought of leaving Rose Villa for the

taking my ax on my shonlder.
For fear that a savage might stray

How

fail,”

•

,

e££*“a-='«Mfrr.'s

.

but

Ar"

I

I

my dear. If your head

better, it will doubtless

come over to the

is

do you good

picnic place this

HARNESS.”
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Burnett's Cocoaine—
loss of hair occurs, it

J. R.

generallyfrom that part of the head where

the greatest heat

is

CONCORD. N.

Safe,
Odorless and Dural le

and pharmaceutical science toward vegetable
oils, as the basis of a medicamentto promote

-

“ Perhaps I shall feel better,” she
thought, “if I dress myself and sit in
covered,
they together note
have piuuucea
producedft
— , and
—
the back parlor, wliere it is so cool and —
jvmxnniiti/lwhinli iu ntinn
_______ «
compound
which is unqualified! v pronounced to
pleasapt

It

in his handsome eyes. She. sprung
quickly to her feet, and anxiously inquired if an accident had befallenthe

O
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Skirt Supporter and
Self-Adjusting Fat's.
Secures Health and Ccnronror
Body, with Grace sod Baautt oi
Form. Three Garments in one,

,

In tho form presented this oil is permaneatly
deodorized,
and held in <*
a uuuiuuuHjun
combination wmen
which
---- — —
IK Ciilmrly adapts it for tho toilet ; BoHNErr’a
Cocoaine is unrivaledin delicacyandagreeableaTk N T s’w a’n TK I, .
ness— cooling in its nature— and possesses such
Sam pies by mall, In Conti 1, $2
a penetratingaffinity for the secretionsof the
Satteen,
II 75. To Agents a:
BKin that it is rapidly absorbed.
*5 Cent* less. Order size twe
Its greatestefficacyis best secured by a perInches smaller than waist meafect cleansing,before its application,of the
sure over the dress.
hair and scalp, nnder which circumstancesthis
Warner Brog. 351 Broadway,K.Y
oil alloys irritation, removes all tendency to
ia not nullr enrned in those tinifl*.
dandruff,and invigorates the action of the capbut.....
it oan
iwi made
msde........
I
. ...
in
three month*
illaries in the higfieetdegree. Its effect upon
by any one, of either *ex, in nny
the glossiness and richness of the hair is such
ai uiw oniuiovnuim
as cannot be surpassed; and it is offered to the
1
thxt we fumiih. per week in
public in the firm belief that it only requires to __
mw own town. You need not be
•way from home over ntjiht. You can gire your whole
be known to supersedeail other preparations. time to the work, or only your rnare momenta. We have
We are confidentthat no one who wifi make a •genta whf. are making over $20 per day at the huaitrial of its efficacywill be willing to return to
the use of any other preparation.
repidly at any other bu«iDeaa. It ooata'nothlng
to try the
Joseph Burnett A Co., Boston, manufacturers and proprietors.
|a&&*cnS.fC2i.fcEiniddr-*'
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!— A Safe, Sure, and
Kcientific Cure !— The unprecedented sale of
this world-renownedmedicine proves incon*
testibly that no remedy has superseded the use
of this reliable Tonic. No spleen has been
found so bard as not to yield to its softening
influence, and no liver so hypertrophied as not
to give up its long-retainedbilion s secretions,
and no Chill or Fever has yet refused to fall
into Une. G. R. Finlay <fc Co., Proprietors,
New Orleans.
Foh hale mr all Druooisth.
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be the best that has }-et appeared.

Accordingly she ascended to her room,
donned a cool dress of wliite
cambric, with cherry ribbons knotted in
her hair. She came down and seated
herself in the airy parlor, near one of the
low French windows, where the balmy
zephyr, redolent with the breath of dewy
roses and clematis, was gently wafted
over herface. Unconsciously she glanced
in an opposite mirror, where her fair
countenance was reflected,forming a rare
and lovely picture; alow, broad, wliite
forehead, starry eyes, classic features,
and an abundance of black hair, brushed
smoothly away at the temples, and gathered into great, shining coils at the back
of the head ; her soft wliite robes fell
gracefullyabout her, and the daintily
molded hands were busiod with a trifle
of embroidery, which fell unheeded at
her feet, as she indulged in a pleasant
day-dream.
yhe was startled by a light footfall;
and, looking up, she beheld Richard
Gleason at her side, with a world of love

STOVE.

OIL

the growth and preservethe beauty of the hair.

ular use in cooler climates. By a scientific selectionof other ingredients, those which will
chemicallycombine with the oil have been dis-
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swered softly.

draw
•up before the door, and a handsome
Informationworth thousands to those
There is a bottomless bog in ap im- out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous
stranger alight in company with her w no more tlmn right that I ehould nek.
portant highway which crosses a corner sufferers.
Facts for those
have been
dosed,
---vuuoc who
wuu xiave
neenaosea,
father. Stella and her mamma came for*
__ rv.-tii.* ____ ’
drugged, And quacked. The _new
Health Jourof
a swamp in Litchfield county, Conn. armrc’ftri.
ward with cordial greeting— Stella gay
Attempts have been made every season
and impulsive, without a trace of her
AddrM8'
8^10uld apologize,”she
recent ill-humor, and Mrs. Ventnor said, “ if I have not treated you cordial- forthe last twelve years to fill it up with
gravel and stonef, bnt 3 without success.
calm and cordial as usual. • • f ,
Kendal & Co., Boston, make n very
Rocks
as large as a team of oxen could generons offer. Our readersshould respond.
After the group had disappearedwithin
“It is not that,” he returned “ ton
doors, and Margaret had seen the car- have been polite, but so distant ! I de- draw were dumped in last spring, and
Hofmann'sHop Pills cure the Ague at once.
for a time the road-bed remained above
riage drive away, she threw herself into> uira.l ViltiV t'rinvi.InV.:.. H
siredjour friendship.”
water, but this spring the hoi
“You shall be ratified,” she eanl, larger and de<
Inreatadre Wall St Stock* makaa
-----than
ever, amTtile $105I Wi.UUU
SI flOfl ortunM.»y*1rymonth . Book aanl
~“Dear mel” she cried, when ^Uengtl playfully, offering him her hand.
road board will
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FLORENCE,
The Only

rather than alleviate ite-tumedtheir attention

«

HILL & CO.

necessarily generated,and

that animal fats by their nature induce heat

The oleum cocoa, or CocoanutOil, presented
afternoon.”
“Well, perhaps I may,” she returned. itself most strongly, as possessing many propShe watched the trio descend the steps, erties peculiarly adapted for tho purpose; butits
and enter the carriage. After the vehicle odor was objectionable, and its density(except
was out of sight, she turned listlessly when exposed to heat) seemed for a long time
to defy all efforts to render it available for popinto the house.

wliere she

I

ecores of our best physiciansand thousD
^ (too for inforands of intelligent cooks and housewives.The
nuUon that will convict
genuine can be had only in tin cans.
any one who sells harness as the Concord Ilarnesn that are not made by ns. Extra induos
istfl,

absent pleasure party.
“Oh,1 —no,
he said taking
-y Margaret,”
—
7
her hand.
land. “I came here, hoping to find
After an experience of over twentyyou
--alone, as T
A have
***« *
something
v'Xaax uj
ax
I must five years, many leading physicians acknowledge that the Grnefenberg
MarshaWs
a turry juurinuiu
s Uterine
uterine
say to you before my departure.”
Margaret felt the warm color rise to Catholicon is the only known certain remedy
for diseases to which
are
subject The
UlUU women
WUIUUI1 fU
O hUUJGCl.
1U0
her face, as he bent bis gaze semtimz- (fraefetiljerg
GraefenberaVegetable
Yeaetnhb Pilti,
PiBa the
(Ra n*nV
most popular
iugly upon her.
remedy of the day for biliousness, headache,
‘•Tell
“Tell me,” he cried, eagerly, “that liver complaint ana diseases of digestion. Sola
Richard Gleason bitiiishp fiercely
yon return the pterion I feel for you-— by all druggists. Send for almanacs. Graefentertlrey
berg Co., New York.
that you will be my wife — my pearl— my
the diffin^rribfti, amlWittgaret, drawing
priceless treasure
The essentials for wide popularity are
\ “I will,” whs the simple reply; but fully met in Colgate k Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet
spoken as* sbo idid.; After (tinner she the words came rirai^litfrom the inmost Roan. It is universally esteemed by the tasteful
depths of her heart
• 1
stole out into the garden, catcliiug up a
and refined as the most delicate and recherche
IVfwxlr AA
----- 1. Al
f
Richard Gleason returned to the pic- of perfumes, uuij
and the
and iXMie-J
trade-mark of
me name
uttuiu alia
Colgate &
it Co.
Co. on
nn each
enelt package
nnokacro are
am aa guarantee
mtadoni....
nic place in the afternoon, and Margaret Colgate
of sniierior and uniform quality. With irach
accompanied
him,
the
betrothal
ring
''***“' «* muuu ul
nice adupUtion the success of 'this article is
glistening on her finger. As they drove
the shrubbery, and, - throwing herself in
not surprising.
!,
along
the
quiet country road, Margaret
Pn<hof thematic seats, sjie began to read
said,
We have sold Hatch’s UniversalOongh
imr;l^1glMioe§ i “ I never meant to fall in love with Jlynip for about three years. No medicine of
the ktod sells as rapidly, or gives such uniform
humedly, and saw Mr. Gleason’s you, Richard.”
saUrfadJon.It has grown in favor from the
“
Nor
I
with
yon,”
he
returned
; “but
figure iA the; doorway.^ ti JllBW >%'£
lirst of ite use m this section. It takes the lead
Vhat fate has ordained we cannot of all those nreparatlons that have been con‘‘I am intruding; ” 1$ sAjfl, politely. change.”
sidered standard. Robinhon * Menuell, Ti:
came to ask you a question.
“ Not even if we wished to,” she an-

saw the family carriage
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CONSISTINGOV

concord xLrx-

‘

So,

And then

Oh !

,

^

think she would feel a bit safer
If only a boy were but near.’

*

-

Mrs. Ventnor and Stella were already
i
equipped; but Margaret was leaning
Dooley’s Yeast Powder
strength and dnmblUty. They receivedthe high,
carelesslyagainst a marble statuette, Is prepared on scientificprinciples, and from eat written award at the Centennial Exposition.
still in her morning dress.
ingredients that aro the most effective and
“ Why ! are you not going, Miss Mar- wholesome. It has received the highest encmmums for these merits from eminent chem stamped with aar name and lYaJe-Uarh. A liberal

L w

.A“lthrj«h Hhc u,*y hav‘’ no great fear,

And coming

him, Maggie?”

m

your husband go eastward.
And made no our minds where he:
And- I said to the ‘ink
rest Ul
of our poopi
people,
• 4m 1*
.11 .1 __
That woman U there all alone,
And I venture she’s awfully lonesome,

i
I

like

swered, lightly; and Stella withdrew to
garet ?” he inquired, in a surprisedtone.
her own apartment, laughing gay ly at her
“ I had no idea that you intended to rehalf-sister’sindifference.
main at home.”
Rose Villa was the summer residence
“But I do, nevertheless,”she said,
of the Ventnors. Mr. Ventnor had been
quietly.
“ I have a slight headache this
married to his second wife about a year.
She was a widow lady when he became morning; and, besides, I don’t care much
for going.”
acquainted with her, and Stella was her
All ITT nliil/l
__ 1 _
r
t
only child, now a schoobgiri" of ’ about f
Wel^ 1 ™PP08e ye shall be obliged
17. At present she was at home, spendsaid, drawmantle carefully
ing her first
first vacation
vacation at
Bnao Villa.
vnio mg her
her lace
lace mantle
carefullyover UC1
her
mg
at Rose
Margaret could not but like her, though shoulders, ‘ for the carriage is waiting

When

a

VIBRATOR

'•'»

*

Stella inquired, putting her headm at
Margaret’s
door, after
she had retired to
-----------her room.

From one who could whistle that way.
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genuine
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And when
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all glad.”'*

OnMHS

NICHOLS, SHEPARD

I started up, dreadfullyfrightened,
For fear ’twas an Indian’s call ;
/And then very soon I remembered
The red man ne’er whistles at all.

I

He was gone, and Mhrgaret soon arose
and followed him slowly into the house!
A few days afterward Mrs. Ventnor,
Mr. Gleason and Margaret were quietly
conversing in the parlor, . when Stella
came rushing into the room.
“ What do you think ?” she exclaimed
"Survival of the Fittest.’'
merrily. “ We are invited to a picnic
next week ! It is to be held in Derby’s
grove. Don’t you remember, Maggie
that lovely place where we went boating loie or medicines as in that of the animal snelast season? Won’t it be charming? cies. Every year new remedies are brought DeWhy, I don’t believe one of you are at fore the public, and are soon completelydi»-

...

There I knelt until late in the evening,
And scarcelyaii inch had I stirred,!
'When suddenly, far in the distance,
A sound as <'f whistlingI heard.

Vvjsdon

“ Pardon the intrusion.”

rnmmm.

And when the night came with its terrors,
To hide ev'ry ray of light,
I hung up a quilt by the window,
And, almost dead with affright,
i kneeled by the side of the cradle,

md

Stapes

in Ottawa, Out., a

$

I

___

is now’

Bedouin named Jacob Abdallah, bom in
Palestine upward of 100 years ago, and
who has served m the British navy iany
vears. He wants to go to Europe, but
has not the wherewithalto get tfiere
rhe Canadian Government will assist
him.

before dinner. Margaret, left alone once
“ That will be very agreeable,” Richmore, gave a few finishing touches to her ard replied, laughingly.“Do you en7, ..... *<>» maun ior a, b, iu or u Horses.
0Lb.l0?d'dt?,nsing’I ajid an uneqnaled
toilet, and then directed her steps to the
cougL remedy { Pleasant Purg^ive Pellets,
joy attendingpicnics, Miss Margaret?”
scarcely larger than mustard
• ><
I stxms,
seeas, constitute
constitute
“ I don’t care much for them,” she an agreeableand reliable physic ; FavoritePreMrs. Ventnor and her nephew, Richreturned. “I think it is very tiresome scription, a remedy for debilitatedfemales;
ard Gleason, were enjoying a quiet talk
oKSj&&P<lClo5?i “n(i
to spend a whole day in the woods, with Extract of Smart- weed, a magical remedy for
on various topics ; both heard the rustle
pam.
bowel
complaints,
and
an
unequaled
linino other occupation than that of lunchment for both buraan and horee-ilesh ; while his
of Margaret’s garments on the landing.
ing with a number of people, taking a
“This is my step-daughter,”was all walk in the afternoonand a sail by moon- Ur. Sage s Catarrh Remedy is known the world Steam Separator.
to® neatest specific for Catarrh and
Mrs. Ventnor could say before Marga- light, etc. ; that is the programme of our
ret’s step sounded in the hall.
t0 thepUbli0country picnics.”
She swept proudly into the room, ac“ That’s just like you, Margaret,” in(HieerfulneM the Offspring of Healtfi.
knowledgingthe introduction by a terrupted Stella. “I know we shall
That equable state of the mind which is nn- " YlbraUvr" / Hepntutlon of oarmatohleu
haughty bow, and a cool “ Good even- have a splendid time, and Richard will
mffled by trillingincidents, and looks on the
ing ” to jtfrs. Ventnor.
create quite a sensation, I can tell you. sunny side of things in general, is the result of
After dinner the family adjourned
Now, cousin, you must promise to be a healthfulstate of the brain and stomach
again to the drawing-room,where the very attentive to my young lady friends. The dyspeptic and nervous invalid may-alconversation became general.
I told Sophie Elliott all about you, and though tins is rare indeed-feign cheerfulness,
wa„e ror I^lnx, Timothy, and Uke Hoed
may bear the harassing symptoms which
“Tell us something of your travels, I ve no donbt she’ll be setting her cap and
machtnti can truthfully claim any comparlsT
nfmuvMih*
liim
with
persecute
him
with
an
assumption
of
heroic
Richard.” said Mrs. Ventnor at length,’ for you yet”
mdifferonoe,but iu reality he is the victim of
The Genuine “Vibrator” Threshers
when other topics were exhausted.
“ She might spare herself the trouble ” despondency.To experience genuine cheerABE MADE OXLT DT
“ Perhaps it will not be agreeable to
fnlness of mind the stomach must recover its
Richard
mentally
ejaculated ;' but he
the others,” he returned,fixing his dark
lost tone, tho thinkingorgan its normal quiet& CO.,
merely bade the ladies good-night,and ude. Hostetter’s
..... ... n ul«u«uvu
Stomach uiwero
Bitters are me
the Dent
best
eyes searehinglyon Margaret’s face.
BATTLE
CREEK,
MICH.
Mrs. Ventnor noted her embarrass- retired to his room, the hour being late. remedy for mental depression,since thev over
At length the morning of the picnic come the nervous debihty and indigestion
ment, and came to her relief.
winch originate and foster it. Persons suffer“I think it will,” she said quietly; arrived, and, in spite of Stella’s fears to ing from infirmities peculiarly incident to the
the contrary,the day was clear, and very decline of life, ladies in delicate health, and ^ * "1" U P
in nil styles ana t-f e^ery
and Margaret soon became interested, in
favorable. Mr. Gleason, dressed to ac- convalescents,derive solace and vigor from Jte
& description,from the lightest,
spite of her determinationto dislike her
company the ladies, came doim into the use. Drive away tho blues and revive the nnest and most elegant in tue to the heaviest and
step-mother’srelative.
strongest required for any kind of work; are onhall, where the trio were assembled. drooping energieswith this grand stimulative

Well, hnshand jusHtissed me and startod,
I could scarCv'ly-suppreta
* deep groan.
At the tboughtofremaining with baby .
So long in the house all alone ;
For, my dear, I was childishand timid,
And braver ones might well have feared,
For the wild wolf was often hoard howling,
And savages sometimes appeared.

a

There

will leave you,”

•

Just staid till the job was well done ;
as soon as his money was paid him,
IU4 shouldered his ax and had gone.

And

Till

“Now I

carded as their sale rapidly decreases. Only
those medicines which aro best suited to the
“Oh, yes,” Mrs. Ventnor returned people s wants survive the test If they “ are
for-mtv^iul.tiia^. JfiL gommyand leavepleasantly ; “ but how could you expect tned and found wanting ” in tho merits which
us to give our opinion until you had fin- they are claimed to possess, no amount of advertising will make them popular.Of all the
ished speaking?”
remedies over introduced to the public, none
vas notiling unusual ^ so Margaret ac“ Well, I think it will be delightful,” aro so popular as Dr. Pierce’sFamily Medicepted it with very good gmee ; and
sale has oiuivuijy
steadily increasedeacn
each
— . Their
- —
Stella continued. “ Cousin John Elliot cines.
Stel^, after giving n glowing Account of is going to take me, and you will have 3 oar, and wholesale druggists assert that the
Cousin Richard,hurried down to the gar- to escort mamma and Margaret, Cousin presentdemand for them is greater than ever
• or.e:, ?.f you
*vuu W0Uia
would patronize medicines
den, to gather some flowers for her hair Richard.”

wan!

And the nearestplace where uc *
get them
Was yet such a distance away,
That it forced him from home to be absent
At least a whole night and a day.|

But

He grasped it warmly.
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Niagara bridge has a span of 821 feet;
The Import*, Export* and Trade Balance the Cincinnati bridge is 2,220 feet long,
$66
with a span of 1,057 feet. The bridge at
[WashingtonCor. Now York World.]
A statement has been prepared at the St. Louis is of steel, with four piers of
State Department at Washington show- granite and limestone sunk to tne beding the yalne of tlie imports,exports and rock of the Mississippi; there is one span
total trade, and the trade bahmco be- of 520 feet and one of 515 feet over the
$55 g $77 f. q
tween the United States and all other waterway.
countries and possessionsof North and
mm*’
55-.
The Cossacks.
South America and the West Indies, for
HER
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
r
"iVO- Oo
v.vj
the year ending June 80, 1870— that for
The
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ore 111
divided
YlUC/Vl 1UIAJ
into OUYtlifcl
sev< ral
Mr.
h.
R.
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im.
261,
262,
co
the last fiscal year not having been com>rps— the Cossacks of the Don, theCos•ore and
T*
pleted— which shows a balance of trade sac
cks of the Ukraine, the Cossacks of the
—ORGANIZE! 18I0-*
ciim..lint (liny
COU
.uldn’tout.tn». Km, I hmlhLi®your
mr\’
Vkokti.sk
against the United States of $93,767,379, Caucasus, etc. Each of these divisions
•nd IxH-aiue nil
® 9E A
ArunhhT'ri.^, m
excluding the British North American has a chief, who is called an Ataman, ASSETS, $4,827,176.52
possessions. There is a balance in fa- and holds the rank of General, and all
the
pnina
left me.nnd It Wan to hen^MdThinT bought
SURPLUS, $820,000
vor of the United States in British the Cossacks of the empire are united EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
Guiana, Honduras and the West Indies, under a single chief, who has the title of ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS
Chili, Peru, Santo Domingo and British the“Attauian GeueraL” This latter
North America, amounting to about title ^always
devolves
upon theV'
heredi— - —
^ ~
V
~
ALL
POLICIES
810,000,000.The largest balance against tary Grand
d Duke. The Cossack clothes
us is in the Spanish West Indies, and and equips himself, and his uniform and
amounts to $49,227,880. Brazil is next, his horse belong to himself. He wears a
SAFE
SURE,
with $34,287,687.
large, round, low cap made of skin from
MATURING IN 1877
—
. The Chief of the Federal Bureau of Astnudur
Mu. H. R. STKVIXi:
-v ---- ion, wide pantaloons stuffed into
Statistics furnishes a statement of our his boots and reaching just below his WILL
i Co. 'Button. Mom.
74
commercial transactions with foreign knees, the whole covered by a kind of
nnd icrvouii prontration. superinduced by oWJnrotk mil
countries for the fiscal year ending June overcoat buttoning on the back and havirregular
OK XMESKXTATIOy. 7
ulnr Mbit*. It* wonderful •trenjrth.niu*
»nd cure.
lire
PWn**«'tnodt'>
affect mydobuluted mt«m
30, 1876, from which the followingitems ing three long flaps reaching to the feet
thn Wr«t Hau . •n.l
--JAMES
. PRESIDENT.
- lL»
of information are extracted. The ex- and fastened on tlie full length. On his
TUJKrar Sn?
hMc'lre Vk«2
ports of domestic products, re-exports breast, to the. left and right, in vertical
of foreign commoditiesand imports of cases, he carries six cartridgesat each
nffthewariednyrienilon.wlifennclinerKy.
VkqirrtNK
merchandise have been annexed :
side. In his belt he carries a pionnrd.
never
Domestic export* ......................
$CM, 488,969
A
baldriok hangs from his left shoulder
Youre truly '• W. H. CLARK.
Re-export* of foreign good* ............. 21,270 03ft
U0 Monterey Street, Alleghnny,P*.
and passes to the left side, where it sup, ToU1 ...............................
$670,734,004 ports a long saber in a leather scabbard.
1 ulPort* ................................
47(3,077,871
On his back, hanging from a bandolier,
PHce perboi.^l. Send money In Refto............................. ..f200.056. 133 and wrapped in a case made of goat’s
Owing to the fact that the domestic skin, he carries his rifle. The Cossack
exports are presented in mixed values of always carries in his hand a whip, with a
'
coin and currency and the imports in short lash, which he calls kinjal. His
The People’s Semedy.
n. r.
CmnunowR.
gold the foregoing balance is an appar- horse is small and rather ugly, and,
t0 cert,1/>-IhM I have u.R.1your “Blimd
The Universal Pain Extractor.
pTHead Hr Illatnued Prtre.i m,
ent one ; the real balance, however, will though he is made of good stuff’, his form
MintP tnl my fr-,n J "r
think
be sufficientlylarge to show that we are is somewhat angular. To form an idea Note: Ask for Pond’s Extract.
.S;S!
living well within our means and making of the Cossack saddle, imagine an ordiTako
no
other.
preparations for a better order of things nary saddle upon which would be
,’“'1
‘ach at home. England and her possessions fastened by a strap a square leather PON D’S F.XT I* A ("S' daily proscribed byPli vMW. A. A. DI.VSMORE, t£i Ruuel Street.
Hictaiw
of
nil
SclfOolB.
ami
Iiaa
manured
the
titio
have been our best customers. Of the cushion about four inches high. Tliis
TRUTH M MIUHTY!
“The People'slUuu.h, • for Pile*, SpraliiR,
8655,463,969of domestic products sent is the reason that at first sight one is so
Lmuenett*,Hurus, Sralds, IfrcilKCM,
So rone**, Ho tl», flour a, old Sore*!
abroad they took $422,416,533,and $13,- much surprised to see tliis curious-look•f ism Am...S«tas4
w. ^
H ouuds.
^
5!} »“*• IW Mm ss* SftSSMtSWTM
334, 587 of the $21,270,035of foreign com- ing cavalier perched so high up on his
PO ^ D»S KXT K A CT also curesToothache,
modities re-exported. Germany was our saddle. He sticks on his horse’s back by
I(eRdnclic,SoruTiiroHt,Hoar*eneM,
IS NEEDED.
next-best customer, her purchases sticking his knees into the animal’s sides
Diphtheria, Anthma. Catarrh. RhenNcnrol^iR^ vollc^ DIwrrbcBw*
amounting to 851,107,147. France and with all Ids strength, which gives the
etc. Ills the prfafs/wifff for Hemorrhage* H. R. RTrvrRB, Kscj.
lO-IOR.r.b.U.Kl.
her possessions received from us$48,- legs the appearance of a pair of pincers.
from all orpans, and promptly arrests bleeding
lie year alnen I found myself In a
0T money ch.trftUly rw
from
any source.
'‘’W'™''-"! debility.Veukti.ni: ,va327,066 ; Spain and her possessions, The stirrup is an equally curious thing.
.. — ------- hpoatpallii fir
Send for pamphlet,address,
mT!hiL,','.ulu.ni;'n1rd
tom? bynfnendwliolii..!bwn
$26,169,791; tlie Netherlands and Dutch The bottom is round and thick enough,
U'( *,tB'\V'- 1 PnH'ured Uio article,iin.r.
PflUD’B ITOAOT 00., 83 Malden Lane, NewTork. ill * ^vct'11Iwttloa. was reston-dto health, sn-f
-Tb» obolwat tn tb« world-IiMortM*
Indies, $13,692,513;Russia, $11,922,285, but from that up it resembles very much
discontinuedli9 use. 1 feel qullo conlidenttiut there is
no luidleine suiwrior to It fi.r thus..w.mpUInti for which
and tlie balance was distributed among one of those tin boxes in which preBurnett’s
f!.7ho.C.
y
“f«d w»'«M ohoitvtullyrecoimnond
croaalnic-Amnt*wanted everywhere— b«*t tateM^
the several nations of tlie old and new serves are sold. It has been already
V
.^‘horniwl aoiiiPtblng to restore ®«jt*-don’t wuU time— M»d for ctrouUr to
them to perfect health. Respectfullyvours,
ROBERT WELLS. <1 Veeey 8t. N. Y. P.O. Boi,
Standard
Flavoring
Extracts,
worlds, Greece receiving the smallest said that tlie Cossack’shorse is his perm U. L. i'R-ITKNGlll,.
FOB It CENTS* and t erat Map tor r>otts*e, wa wlll Mfti
For FUvnrfnjrIce Creams,Ciwtaniw. Pie*. Blanc
amount, $143,235.
Firm
of
S.
M.
Pettuuiiill
A
Co..
sonal property, and it may be added that
Mange, Jellies, Saucci, Roups, Gravies, etc.
No. to Stale Struct, Huston.
he turns it to business account by hiring
We have been exprosly permltt-l to use the names
land also ««r wiperhle llloitratadIOObsm
it out. Since the arrival of the troops at
Turkish Information.
Instruationand B|>o:lmen Book, niHwl
ve’a’le "bd ^ <jro:er*nni1 iu thc country.
Kischeneft’ they have been the delight of
Sidtan— The sovereignof the Turkish
BOSTON.
the collegians,who, for a rouble an
P*Biten Ilomi.
B orth ten Urn*, the cost to mry *— *n ui
8. 8. PtlHCK.
empire— the recognized organ of all exHlvjskk Hoist.
Man and Prtnt.r. Address, IT. DiomsI BIcDewkllk Aoams.
hour, have been enabled to make promedst ft Co., :a <'h#.innt Ht., rtmnlili km
ecutive power in tlie state. His headNEW YORK.
Publishers,and Manufrs of the GaiofarateS
HIVE
RELIEF.
nades on horseback in bands on these
quarters are at Constantinople.
valiant little animals. —KischcneffCor.
Porte— The Government of the TurkH. R.
>’
New York Herald.
PHILADELPHIA.
ish empire.
COKTIJfKXTAL HOTEL. TlIOMPfOX, BLACK i SOS.
HUNT'S
.
Sublime Porte— The officialname of
WASHINGTON.
Colorado Altitudes.
Willxbd'sUoieu
Hall k IIuuk.
tlie Government,so called from the gate
tinu. my health has steadily
BALTIMORE.
Pueblo 4,600 feet above sea level
of the Sultan’s palace.
well, and I liave tfaiiMd tilteen iKiundaof tlnsh. There
Eirrxw
g. n. r.Ktsik Bbo.
Grand Vizier— The chief Minister of Canon City, 4,700; Denver, 5,196; Trinroisoy tiul All dlMUi-aor]
CINCINNATI.
and Ur* --idad, 5,800; Colorado springs, 5,975;
the Turkish empire.
Dcbket IIOttbe.
Jostroi 8. I’scules.
Orenterol0ud
Ouray,
6,000;
Manitou,
6,124;
San
Luis
Divan— The Turkish Council of State
8T. LOUIS.
SoiTTicnx Hotel.
David KicnoLiox.
valley, 6,400; Pagosa springs, 6,800; An—the “Cabinet.”
11 your drnatlst don't have
he will onhr It*
CHICAGO.
imas
City,
6,850;
Divide,
7,554;
SaguGrand Mufti — Chief interpreter of tlie
Sueemax House.
Staxtox k Co.
ache,
7,746;
Del
Norte,
7,900;
Fort
GarMohammedan law and head of the “wise
DETROIT.
— Maize FlourJToiiot Soap!*
Rubszll Uousr.
C. & R. McMillan.
men ’’—jurists, theologiansand literati land, 8,865; Poncho pass, 8,600; San
PREPARED BY
Cristoval
lake,
Antelope
park
and
EuPAN
FRANCISCO.
—who assemble for consultationon his
- Maize Flour toilet
OCCIDKXTALUuTEL.
CUTTIXO ft Co.
order. He is mostly styled the- Chief of reka, each 9,000; Los Pinos agency, 9,MONTREAL.
Flour Toilet Soap!**
H.
Boston, Mass.
tlie Faithful. A writer says a fetwa or 280; Sangre de Cristo pass, 9,396; SilOttawa House.
David CuAwronn.
verton,
9,400;
Carr’s
cabin,
9,600;
Howdecree from him would summon around
NEW ORLEANS.
•umsrior washing properties, ami la equallyault*d for tb*
SiiiTaBnos.t
Clack ft Meadbk.
tlie standard of the Prophet all the fan- ardsville, 9,700; Fair Play, 9,794; East
VegetineiiSoldby All Druggists.
Thr mtjtt riant of thrfe u tr„ct>enntith in thdritcrftrt
atical hordes of Islam to fight to the pass, Mount Sultan, 10,460; Mineral
run/y aa.f prea/ vwoiV They u-e warrantedfree from
the poisonous oils ami acids which enter Into Uio compodeath against the “infidels, in the firm Creek pass, 11,098; Animas forks, 11,'ha’aIjKN
sition ot many ot the factitioustruit ttavore now In ...j
market.
belief that death on the battle field is a 200; Ute pass, the same; Mineral City,
11,500: West pass, Mount Sultan, 11,sure passportto Paradise.”
Pashas— Governors, Viceroys, .com- 570; Cunningham pass, 12,500; Lake
rruju
manders, civil and military rulers of Fork pass, 12,540; Bear Creek pass, 12,600; Mount Engineer, 12,974; Mount
provinces.
3MEAJP33.
Canby, 13,274; Mount Galena, 13,292;
Deys— About the same as Pashas.
Senil for
Mount
Sultan,
13,366;
Broad
mountain,
Sheik— The name given tlie heads of
Circular to
Arabian tribes or clans. It means elder, 13,897; Sanders' peak, 13,994; Long’s
C1LUK ca, NEW ILVVoTTtT
peak, 14,050; Mount Lincoln, 14,183;
or eldest -n dignity and authority.
Enr*!l,,.?n« Obnoleto. To assist,not
A POPULAR N EW8PAPER.
Gray’s peak, 14,251; Mount Sneffels,
Osmandi — A Turkish official.
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT.
IF YOU WANT
14,258; Mount Wilson, 14,280; Pike’s
Islam — The religion of Mohammed.
peak,
14,336;
Mount
Kendall,
14,380;
Lslams— Mohammedans themselves.
A First-class Family and
Mussulman— A follower of Moham- Sierra Blanca peak, 14,400; UncomphaAND THE
gre mountain, 14,540. Average elevamed.
EaTABUBRKDSfi Years. Always cure*. Alway»
Political Newsiajer
Ottoman empire — Another name for tion of foot-hills,8,000 feet; summit of
ready. Alwayahandy.Hnsnevoryet failed.Thirty
nillion*hare luted it. The whole world approver
the Turkish empire, and derives its name the range, 11,500; timber line, 11,800 to
12,000 feet. There are eighteen peaks
the glorioua old Muatan*—the Beat and Cheapest
from Osman, its founder.
Liniment in existence. 25 cent* a bottle. The
rising
to
an
altitude
of
14,000
feet,
the
Osmanlis— The Turks proper.
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MustangLiniment cures when nothing else will.
SOLD BY ALL MEDIC INK VENDERS.

Not
all followers of the
"
me Prophet are highest being the Uncomphagre.—
lurks. In European Turkey there are, Eocky Mountain Tourist.
m round numbers, 5,000,000Mohammedans, less than half of whom are OsmanThe First English Printing.
lis, tlie rest being of Slavonic descent,
About 400 years ago tlie art of printbut none the less ardent worshipers of ing was introduced into England by
Ifihm.— Cincinnati Enquirer.
William Caxton. There is some dispute
regarding the precise date, but Mr.
An Emperor in a Jersey Court.
William Blades, Caxton’s biographer,
It is rare that a real Emperor stalks
into tlie courts of our republic to seek
redress at the hands of American law.
But, rare es this scene may be, New Jersey now looks iipon such an one. Emperor Francis Joseph, of Austria, has
there entered suit in chancery against
Dr. E. W. Buck, a physician of Hudson
county. And this is why : Some years
ago, when Dr. Buck was County Physician of Hudson county, a man who registered his name as AloysiuB Molnar
committed suicide at the Hotel Hansa,
at Hoboken. On seaaebing his room, a
large amount of money and other valuables were found. No friend appeared
to claim the property,and the Surrogate
Surrogate
appointed Dr. Buck administratorof tlie
estate, and his assets have ever since
been in the hands of that gentleman.It

°}^

!?
bytUe Rustam
that this man was really one

THE INTER-OCEAN.

STOWELL PATENT

The price of the Dally Editionia $10 per year

VENTILATING BOSOM PADS!

(pontage paid), the Semi-Weekly Edition$3.80/
per year (pontage paid), aud
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ottHTSmtnfc. KANSAS
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England in 1476. At all events the
BABBITT'S
first indisputable date is that of tlie
“ Diotes and Sayinges of the PhilosorJlre-^iiL IT nhen5B4r?«,nale«"nt tnm- R*mple
phers, enprynted by me, William Cax- pair* sent hy mail. Price, JO ct*. extra quality, 75 ct*.
ton, at Westmestre, the yere of our STOWElXMANUFACTUttlNHC'OWPANY.
Lord m.ccoc.l.xxvij.” The present
454 Broadway, New York.
year has therefore been adopted for the
in
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is tlie longest been indicted for poisonous adulteration6
yet projected. It is 3,475 feet between Their bonds were fixed at $6,000 each.

the anchorages, with a dear span of
A dog on shipboard is thought
1,595 feet, the bottom chord of which
omen. He can be used for a
will be 185 feet above the water. Th
necessary.
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good
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The “Queries and Answers” and the Agricultural departmentare worth more than the
price of the paper. WSainple Copies BENT
FREE on application. Address
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119 Lake St. Chicago,
Mo.
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with them to America, and that the sensation, such (exquisite play of faculmoney found in his room is the proceeds, ties, as when up to my neck in tlie bath
of the robbery. The Emperor asks the' tilled with mineral water. My lungs exNew Jersey Court of Chancery to listen panded until I felt as if my body was not
to proofs of the asseverations, and Order a twentiethpart large enough to compass
—Rocky 4Mountain
the funds to be returned to the Austrian their
l4iCli expansion.
^^^^•—nocKy

SO

Eflitioi

THE WILSON
ADJUSTABLE
Si

r

hang

,
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Thebert Invalid Cb air

•

(roaiAtfEpaid).
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mittrUI tml

Soap hti jwrfctted
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PITTSBURGH MANUFACTURES AT

sary of the introductionof the art of
printing into England, and next month
there will be held at South Kensington
an exhibitionof antiquities and curiosities connected with the art in its early
days. The proceeds of the exhibition
are to be added to an existing fund for
the erection of a monument to Caxton.

Only think of

The Weelly

irM HOHK

TOILET

;

celebration of the four htmdreth anniver-

PACIiTC

mnlrvHi, fanul CuiHHiimiioner
P. /fir.. Still mi. Ktiiman.

inclines to the belief that Caxton arrived

old dame Na-

fled

«ll

KANSAS

it

turp heraelf superintending 'the heating
authorities
John Run- arrangements,fumMing the water di-

bonds and

Kansas

Mmtl

'O. olh r« luRivat l*o.ly of gootl land* in
nl jionsl pri'-t>unit Inyt tonus.
Plenty of Gov t Iiii.dK J It 111', for HoiihkIhuIs

ner, employed in a railroad office under rect from her own tanks, and goodness
tlie Austrian Government,and that he knows how far they are in these huge
stole a large quantity of
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HOLLAND CIT? NEWS.

E. Wykhuijsen, TOTHE PUBLIC.

—

---------

A rival Ynscmlte. A new
sonlh of the

on

is

It

My
A

ing six miles square. Besides several thou-

to 4000 years,

theft ure thou-

I

years old, and full of vigor. The older
trees, being

decapitatedby storms and by

Clothing,

WALNUT CAS-

other place.
-w*— o--1—

Offer# hla service* a* such to the public and will
tops, are mostly o’ertopped by the juolora.. guaranteehi* work for modernt«,ch antes. Having
been engaged for *orte tine past for Messrs. Joslin
Some of these fallen trees, 8000 to 4D00 « Breyman, ha* adw started for himself In the
years old, have revealed underneath the etoreofMr. J. ALBEB8, at

burled bodies of ancestral sequoras of sim-

Give me a

which grew there 8000 years ago
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
80 feet diameter. Large lakes artd elry business, and Mr. WiJkhnIJscnto the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public lu
water-fallsare found along the rout/ The absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tlfnl stock of Clocks and Watches, which they offer
attractions are so much superior U> the for sale cheap.
is

contemplated to extend

the rout of travel to embrace this interest-

C-AXjL

Live Geese Feathers

Holland, Mich.,

ing circuit— [California Letter.

Sept.

All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattrasses.

H. Wjjkhuijsen,
Albers.

Holland, March

-r,v, J.

Thb

the southern people are, on the whole, tak-

ing it through a period of twenty

Mir

in

than the federal govern-

man, and make

there

is

other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypare.

Trusses,

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and

to torment the

The undersignedha* opened a hardware store In
the old stand of G. J. Haverknte, where he will
keep constantlyon hand a completestock of General Hardware,Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Implements.Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.

I

am

that

mon on

thee every

I took

my

hour.”

“How

glad

boy to hear that ser-

J. O.
Holland, Mich., July

o

So she did. And

she

saw him

in

humming

thatfrevival hymn,

and

there the devotions broke up—

I will

prices for all meats.

The Highest market prices

I will sell

HARRINGTON.

a complete stock at

one in this City

•

JACOB KUITE.

A correspondentof

the

April 17th: “The Americans, who expect
to play an

important part here during the

have requested the

4ti

Porte to permit

their Mediterranean squadron, consisting

EncEnsrix
Planing Mill.

of the ships Vandalia, Gettysburg,Marion

and Trenton, to enter the Bosphorus for
the protectionof American interests.

The

request has been granted, and the

fleet

of them

Is

in

influencehere; beside, one

such

E. J.

Of

Most Approved Pattern*;

the

satisfy all whe

E.J.

WE HAVE
terrible engineol' war, with

one or more ships can be

which

DR/IT

A

ZKZLlSr

experimentsalready made with the missile

SPECIALITY.

brilliant results

assert that even a whole fleet can be
diately shatteredinto fragments

and

immeby the

DOORS, SASH

BLINDS,

Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
notlse.

extraordinary invention. Sig. Botta com-

municatedwith the American Consul

AND

H.

W. VERBEEK &
4

at

.

Co.
-

Genoa, but the Consul advised the InventStates Secretary of the

Navy if

lie desired
this

TUF.
l

States Government to the Americans, and
instead of Investing in

new

per cants,

buy Russian secureities la London; the

mn

M. D.

are gelling the called bonds of the United

mmi,

HOWARD.

Just published,a new edition of
Dr. Culvenfill'iCelebrated Essay on
the radicalcore (without medicine)

re-

sult of this operation being that gold from

BEINT), I3STX5.

This wagon Is the best wagon In use In this State,
and the only slope-spokedwagon mamtfac
Hired. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will

MEAT MARKET
— IN-

THE

,
PIRST
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
sell

All

Work

cheap at
HARRINGTON.

Gla ssieare,Crockei'y, unsurpassat the Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.

ed

Card-wood
for sale at
£. J.

& stove-wood

HARRINGTON.

East?rn Suit, Lime, Lnth

and

Shingles

and other articles too numerous to mention,
at the store of

HARRINGTON.

A Good opportunityfor a

Grist Mill.

Inquire of
E. J.

WARD.

for

The undersigned announces to the Public thni
they have tiuishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
neatnc«> now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

Warranted.

General Blacksmlthlng done
and dispatch.

Horse Shoeing a

with

Speciality
J.

FLIEMAN.

HoLLANn. September 1, 1875.

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand la one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU.
J.

Holland, July

14.

VAN ZOEREN.

1676.

feet of Lot 5 in Block 36. Situated
between J. O. Doeshnrg’sDrug Store, and P.
& A. Steketec's General Store, on Eighth street.

1

of1877.
II.

Walsh's Cough Candy.

DOESBURG.

Holland, April 7,

8-tf

The best COUGH

MORTGAGE SALE.

A

For
for

U

bearing date the fourth day of June, A. I). 1874. and
Of 3i£ the P»sl 30 years, hut
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County, State of Michigan, on the tentn
In this Slate.
day of June, A. D. 1874. at eight o’clock In the foreFor Sale by the pound
noon, in Liber Y of Mortgages, on page 556, through
non-payment of the money secured to be paid by
or ounce.
said mortgage, by reason of which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative, on which
mortgage there Is claimedto be dne at the date of
PLEASANT
TAKE.
this notice the sum of fourteen hundred and fortynine dollarsand seven cents, and also an attorney
fee of twenty-fivedollarsprovided for in said mortN. B.— Dealers sup
gage: and no suit or proceedinghaving been instituted at law to recover the debt now remainingscplied
wholesale
cured* by said
•
mortgage or any part thereof:
tlce Is therefore hereby given, that by virtue of a
rales at the
power of sale contained lu said mortgage,and pursuant to sumte In such case made and provided,
City Di'ug Store.
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
48— 8mo
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south half of the south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, tangetonrteen
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Colaccording to Government Survey, all being in Ottawa County, Slate of Michigan,at the front door lection business. Collecliona made on all points
in the United States and Europe. Particular atten
of the Court House of said Ottawa County, in the
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers
City of Grand Haven in said County,
DAY OF JUNE, A. D. 1877, Remittances made on day of payment All busiat two o’clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum dne ness entrusted to me shall have prompt attenon said mortgagewith Interest and costa, includ- tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
ing said attorney fee.
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
Dated, Grand Havkn, March 80th. A. D. 1877.
sold at my
___ ___
ELI HARTZELL, Mortgagee.
105
N.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

C 0

new

TO

*

TRY

'

N

CANDY

IT.

at

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,

TWENTY-FIFTH

Harrington.

new lot of Embroidery

and insertion at

tf

office.

__

KENYON.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

A

in use—

New York

ON THE

HARRINGTON.

City Lots for Sale Cheap at
e: j.

—

CANDY

new style of Poplins very

A

E. J.

Ascribed Lots In theOlty of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices:
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 0, Block O, West Addition $175
nation.
?Lh,iILotJ.^filocLk ®tLot «• Bl°ck H, Smith West
Addition $175 each. Lm* 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 £ 6 In Block
25, as organized plat near the A. L. 8. depot at
The London Tima, in its financial ar- *fi5 each, except Lots 1 6 3 which are $300 each.
Also 8 lots West of First avenno at $125 each. The
ticle, says large amounts of Russian bonds
above will bo sold for a small payment down. Also
the
following Lots 9. 10. It, It. 18, and 14. in Block
are going from here to Holland to fill the
K. Lots 3, 4, 5 and 1 In Block II. The above will
void produced there by the sale of United be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
States drawn bonds. The Dutch, it seems,

to otter the great missile for sale to

MA.RIETTE HOWLAND, Mortyay".

sale in

FOR SALE.

or to personally negotiate with the United

any part thereof;Notice is iherefore hereby given,
that by virtue of a power of sale contained’ In said
mortgageand pursuant to statute in such case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale at public vendneof the mortgagedpremises therein described,to wit: All those certain
PJecesorparcels of land lying and being situate in
the 5 illape of Eastmanville, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,known and described as
follows, to wit: Block twenty-four,
all of Block
twenty-fivo, Block twenty-six and Block twentyseven, all in said Village of Eastmanville. and numbered according to the plat of said Village as recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for said
Connty of Ottawa in said State, containingabout
twenty acres of land, be the same more or less, at
the front door of the Court House of saW Ottawa
County,in the city of Grand Haven, In said county.
ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH DAY OF JUNE, A.
I). 1877, at two o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the
sum due on said mortgage with interest and costs
including said attorney fee.
Datrd, Grand Haven, March 28th. A. D. 1877.

rpilE Eas: 45

Ash way Tweed for suits and bleached
nnd unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

E. J.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
Wli SHALL MAKE A

have yielded the most

HARRINGTON.

HARRINGTON.

STEAM

stroyed. The Italianjournals say that the

instantly de-

etc.

1

E. J. Harrinton.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

Sio. Franscisco Botta of Genoa has in-

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Inquire

Planing, Matching,

home.”

v*

Ready Made Clothing — and Fine Building Site For Sale.

rickety condition as to

be nearly unfit to return

vented a

Buttons of every description from (he
cheapest to the finest— and ninny other
fineries, too numerous to mention.

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

And we are confident we can
Unfortunately the four vessels are very
want
insignificantones, and will not be likely

much

HARRINGTON.

Boots and Shoes at

will goon be rocking in our roadstead.

to exert

E. J.

2-s

Cologne Gazette

writes from Constantinopleunder dale of

Light & Heavy Wagons.

SOUTH

The Choicest Groceries and

cheaper than any

‘ho twenty-eighth day of October,

R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

paid for Hides.

Holland, Feb. 14, 1874.

war,

4-Gin

Flannels of £very description and color very cheap at
E. J.

amid groans of repentenccfor sin found
out.

PLIEMAN,

Top or Open Buggies

New Dry Goods.

pay the highest market

And

broke up

1877.

42-ly

MANUFACTURER OF

VANDERVEEN.

10.

1876.

HARRINGTON’S

Jacob Kuite.

also— running his

lingfr around in the preserve jarl

Holland, Dec. 2,

Also sole Agent for the

the “precious lamb” “bless his

— s$w him devoutly engaged

Holland, March

(,Jate

1871.

be due at the date of this notice the sum
of twelve hundred and sixty dollars and forty-one
cents, and oImi an attorney fee of fifty dollars, provided
for In said *uurigBgu;
mortgage: anu
and no suit
snit or proceedproceed: —

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

share

your Patronage.

of

29, 1876.

Meat Market,

nacle last evening,” said she. Then she

heart!*'

a

0.

GUARANTEED. claimed to

GIVE US A TRIAL.

J.

and see and give us

J.

could not forbear stepping quietly to the

chilil,”.

-

DOESBURG.

‘Closet Devotions,’ at the Taber-

closet door to catch a glance at the “dear

A.

--

GOOD

Promptly Repaired.

-

SALE-

having been made in the conditions

and recorded In the office of the Regis
ter of Deeds for Ottawa Connty,State of Michigan,
on the eighteenthday of January. A. D. 1872. at
Fine horses and beautiful carriage*, cutters,and eleven o clock in the forenoon, in Liber W of Mortall kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at out gages, on page 271, through non-payment of the
money secured to be paid by said mortgage,by reastable at reasonable rate*.
son of which the power to sell in sold mortgagehas
become operative, on which mortgage there is
TURNOUTS"

Tinware very Neatly and

licr little son softly singing to himself:

“I need

in

ndjoard Stalls,

Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupell.

AH the leadlne Patent Medicines in the market.
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
(’all
musical bottle or by measure.

It was in Boston. A low,
sound came up from the closet under the
stairs, and the mother listened. It was

Littrj, hie

E. J.

Paint Brushes.

health impossible.—

[Beecher.]

Oils

Are sold as cheap at this Drut: Store as at any

ment. An armed force in the South is
man’s body. It
mny be necessary to put it in for a short
it

T^EFAULT

II

*

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

Medicines,

and

TKTOLL.A.isrD,

1875.

BAHN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

like a surgeon’s knife in a

time, but to hold

EIGHTH STREET.

Paints

Provisions, etc

,

MORTGAGE

Hardware Store

-five

of the
colored people of the South than the
North, and ten thousand times better

5,

nsrarw

Drugs,

deeds, better adapted to take care

it

in

- -

70,

years, with all the limitations of their mis-

adapted to do

w

DOESBTJRG,

J. 0.

‘

1877,

80,

Holland, Mich., November

and when weflnd children being born into

we may look
to see A hitherto oppressed race rise up
into civilisation without suffering.The
price of all advance is labor throe. It is
NO.
the conditionof all elevation. I think

,

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

colored people will suffer some,

the world without pain, then

-

,

WA3JTTEID.

all

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REID8EMA.

I

1876.

25.

.

.

a Specialty.

SEE.

&c

RIVER STREET,

; Flour & Feed,

We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

ilar size,

Yosemite that it

Groceries,

call

where.

—say

Stoneware,

;

»

and see for
yourself, before you go else-

No. 52, Eighth Street.

-

Crockery,

in the market, and cheaper than In any

weight ot winter snows on their bushy

iist

Notions and Trimmings
‘Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

ITS,

the finest

KOFFERS,

&

Goods,
Goods,

Dry

always keep on hand a full stock of

From the cheapest to

KETS

trade, go

of

DUURSEMA

-RETAIL.

OFFI

O

sands of young chaps from 100 W> 1000

call at the store

dealers

and

large stock of well selected Wall Paper
window shades, which I soil at

WHOLESALE AND

of old fellows,whose age ii estimated

from 1200

Complete,

NEW FURNITURE.

a line with the other grove, 6000 feet in

or forty trees, there are 10,000 trees, cover-

ut

is

Consisting of all kinds of

altitude,instead of a email cluster of thirty

sand

Stock

is

and

great variety of

new

prints—

New

Styles of Ginghams, handsome patterns, at
America mty find Its way here on Dutch _ — c — . of Spermatomeaor Seminal WeakSeminal Losses, Impotenry,
E. J. HARRINGTON.
account to be used in paying for their Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. Impedimentsto
etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
Russian atock.
nta, Induced by self-Indnlgence
or soxnal extravagance, Ac.
in the most beautiful

Millinery § Fancy Goods,

-

Lawns

Prominent European capitalists have
been negotiating for some time, and at
last succeMfolly, with the Land Commissioners of Florida for $8,000,000 worth of
orange lands. They intend to bring into
the State 2,000 or 8,000 hardy farmers
from England, Germany, France, and
Italy.

Wee,

In

• sealed envelope, only six cents.

ThL>

The

directors of the

London General

Omnlbia Company offer a prize of £1,000
for an invention or a scheme for effecturecordingor checking the receipts of
passengerfares.

ally

man

in th* land.

AddressThe Publishers,

Us

mim
St

,

of

FURNISHING GOODS,
Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

^ and Zephyrs,

ahonld be In tba hands of

Sent nnder seal, In a plain envelope,to any adores*, poaf.poW,on receipt of six cents or two

41 Aaa

LADIES’

full line

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks,

Harrington.

ST*

A

varteties at

The celebrated snthor, in this admirable Easay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successE. J.
ini practice, that the alarming cooseqnences of
»ay be radicallycured witbont the daninternal medteUe or the application
Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
P°,n,.lnK ontamodeof core at once
simple, certain,and effeclual,by means of which richest patterns ever opened hero at an
every snfferer. no matter what his conditionmay astonishingly low price.
caUy** CUr,,
cheaply, privately, and raili
E. J. HARRINGTON.
every youth and every

micAi

Nnr York; Post

Office

co„

Box. 4986.

..

O

.....

famous giant treea of Yose-

just explored and described.

..........

...

of Goods for Hie Fall and Winter

Ue-w Spring Goods.

Jltf

grove of

giant trees, recently discovered, 100 miles

mite,

the undersigned, am dally receiving

I,

Saturday, June 2nd, 1S7T.

to

If you wish

FOB SALE.

E.

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some BOObcirinn
grape vines, 100 Currant bnshos; StrawberriesPears, Apple, Qnlnco, Chcstnnl, Mnlberry,Apprb
coL Cherry and Peach trees 1 n hearing.
No money required down Inqnlre of

„
Holland,

LANDEGEND.
AprlllfP
J.

VAN

’

BUTTERICK 4 CO’S PATTERNS.

L &
eto-hth

S. VAN
street - -

DEN BERGE,
-

HOLLAND, MICH

